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Accident.—A daughter of Rev. Mr. Hawes oppose the consolidated government. The
r” j The Ship Pennsylvania.—The line of batEdward Everett was graduated, and re
of Hampden, in this State, aged about 41 counter-revolution has thus become general, , tie ship Pennsylvania, now on the stocks at ceived his bachelor’s degree, at Cambridge
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
years, was so badly burnt on the morning of and it is not only the Texians who will be our Navy Yard, under the shelter of a build- College at 17 years of age—was appointed tu
( found to dispute the power of Santa Anna iilg that cost $45,000, is: one of the most sluJAMES K. REM1CH.
the 28th ult. that she survived only about 8 and his system of Mexican government ; but pendous fabrics that was? ever destined to tor in that University at 18, and chosen Pro
fessor of Greek at21 years ; hethen travelled
Officeon the Main-Street,--opposite the Meeting-House.
hours. Her clothes caught fire while^lone all Mexicans not immediately enthralled by float on the ocean. F
Her length on deck js in Europe five years, till his twenty sixth
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
j
g
j
The , 225 f^et, and her breadth 58 feet,
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— in a room, and before assistance could be the monarchial or aristocratic party.
year—at 30 years of age, he was elected
V; Jesse T. ? Interest will be charged on al! subscriptions which rendered, shefwas so seriously injured as to federal constitution of 1824 may yet be tri large enough to carry two thousand men, i meinber of Congress, and continued in office
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No
umphant, and Santa Anna be banished.
which is a^arger number than the whole A- ' 10 years ; the present year, being 41 years
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub render all efforts.* foil the preservation of her
merican ariiiy that fought and gained the bat- I old, he was elected Governor of Massachu
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
life ineffectual.— A kittle girl lost her life in
le of Chippewa^and greater than the popu setts.
[From the Philadelphia Gazette.]
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount Haddam, Conn., in the same manner, on the
Latest from lexas.
Texas.—
—We have received a lation of a consiclej’abie sized county town.
natestjrom
, charged for its insertion.
letter from Nacogdoches, dated 31 st October,! She is of the burthen of 3000’tons, and
13th ult.
An Academy proposed—The Penobscot As
and a copy of “The Telegraph and Texas ( could, if loaded with flour, carry the moder sociation at their last session at Etna, after
GAZETTE <& PALLADIUM.
honorable
The “ Yankee Farmer,” hitherto printed at Register,” published at San Felipe de Austin, ’ ate cargo of thirteen thousand barrels, enough recognizing the sentiment, that it is knowl
Limin.gton, at the office of the Maine Recor on 17th of that month, from which we collect to supply bread for fifteen thousand people edge which elevates civilized man above the
[last week’s omissions.]
for a whole year. She is to carry 140 guns, savage, and glees promise of stability to free
the following intelligence.
trH, A D. 1836
Ship building.—There have been hut der, will hereafter, as we learn by an article
The organization of “ the Army ofithe thirty-two pounders, so that every time she I institutions—that it is the chief engine of in
in the last number, be printed in Portland.
Union,” as it is called, took place on |hellth discharges a full broadside, she will dispose of j fluence on mind, and therefore most desira
a“l(l 8'»'e, resfej ¡three vessels built at the ship yards in this
of
October, on the Gaudatoupe. Coi. S.r. precisely a /an of bullets to help, to make iron i ble in the Christian ministry—-and after ap
town, the present season, viz :
are owners of
The articles imported into Boston, from Austin was appointed Commander- in Chief, pebbles lor the bottom of the ocean, unless ; propriate expressions of j oy at the establish
Ship - ------- 340 Tons, by Mr. Robert
she happens to hit the enemy. She will ment of Waterville College and Kennebunk
France, during the year 1834, amounted to and the army cook up the line of march for
.Smith, jun.
draw 28 feet of water, and thus find it diffi Academy, resolved that an Academy of a high
Bexar
on
the
13th.
of. '""nging
$717,250—during the three fipst quarters of
Brig Overmann, 205 Tons, and
The three Mexican officers who had the cult to navigate in shoal rivers. One of her character ought to be established in that
“«emlforbuiii
Ship------------, 340 Tons, by Messrs. the current year, the imports from France in command of the garrison of Goliad, when it anchors which is to be seen in the yard, and county, to be under the patronage of the As
a rate as possiblL
to that port, amounted to $1,173,705.
was taken on the 9th Oct., were brought to which is said to be the largest one in the sociation. An efficient committee of eleven
forinan associatjJ Bourne & Kingsbury.
world, weighs 11,669 pounds, which is some persons has been appointed to carry this res
San Felipe on the 16th.
These vessels are built of white oak and
construct a Raihv
Two hundred handsome wooden dwellings,
At the capture of Goliad, one Mexican thing more than five tons, and will require olution into effect.
Quarry to the rive/.;, rare copper fastened.
We hope to be apprised shortly of some
and a large number ofbrick buildings, inclu soldier only was killed, and three wounded. some merry piping at the capstern to get it atwo miles, for thett|[
Messrs. B. & K. have built twelve vessels ding several blocks of four story stores, have On the part of the colonists one man was | peak. Her water tanks are of iron, mostly in progress made by the committee in carrying
s method of transpoife
the
shape
of
large
chests,
capable
of
holding
forward the work.—Zion’s Adv.
ley therefore pra/f ^including the two above named) within the been erected in Lynn, Mass, since last Spring. slightly wounded in the shoulder, and none! 1 or 200 gallons, but having a proportion of
killed.
J will grant theim/ 4ast five years.
in the Alexandria Museum there is a penPublic spirit in the cause of the colonists, i them of other shapes adapted to fit around
Later from England.—The ship Josephine
ct of incorporation un^
was every where manifesting itself. One the sides of the ship, so as to leave no space, knife which was given to Washington by his
P
ennsylvania
.
—
A
public
meeting
of
the
arrived at New York on Thursday night,
^nnebunk-port Grant
as happens with casks. The number is mother, when he was twelve years of age,
They man had taken the leaden pipes out of hisac- probably 150, as far as we could judge from and which he kept 56 years.
pany,” with p0Wefl|) ¡anti-masons of Bedford county, Pa. was held bringing London papers to Oct. 29.
queduct, and others had melted up their
or Turnpike fromai «on the 24th ult., and a public meeting of the do not contain any news of importance. The clock weights to furnish bullets for the army. looking at them, as we did a day or two
accounts received from the Greenland fishe
k River, and to tain
Rather Squally.—An order has been re
friends of Gen. Hatjrison was held in the ries were very unfavorable, representing Even the ladies were employed in mouldingi since under the guidance of some of the po
tecessary for that |)i
bullets, making cartridges, &c. and were e-j lite and attentive officers stationed at the yard. ceived from the Secretary of the Navy for osame
county
on
the
25th
ult.
Both
passed
them
as
almost
a
total
failure.
Few
ships
A friend has just informed us, that the lar-I pening in this city a naval rendezvous for the
thereof a just and«;
ven prepared right manfully to enter the
There
gest anchor in the British Dock Yard at [ establishment of Seamen, We understand
therefor. And asii- resolutions expressive of confidence in the average more than two fish each.
ranks and fight, if necessary.
ray.
BENJ.F.fc talents, worth and patriotism of Gen. Harrison had been in consequence a rapid advance in
A letter from Col. Austin, dated at Head Portsmouth, in 1832, weighed something less ■ from a gentleman connected with the Navy
JACOB m, and Daniel Webster, and both declared their the price of oil, in London. There was still Quarters, on the 14th of October, says that than 10,000 lbs. at which time there were on , Department that the order embraced the re
talk of changes in the French Ministry. Mr.
the stocks, three ships nearly as large as the ! cruiting not only of thorough seamen—but
JOSEPH^
willingness to sacrifice “ individual predilec Humann, it was said would retire, as well as the whole number of his force does not ex Penusyivnnin.—Philadelphia Gazette.
! also ordinary seamen—boys and landsmen.
DANIELI!
ceed
300 men, that before his arrival, Cap
Admiral Duperre. The accounts from Spain tains Smith and Alley had marched with 110
CHARLES) tions for the good of the whole country.”
It is well known that recruiting has been go
are unimportant.—Boston Pat.
Case of Rev. Mr. Cheever.—This case, in : ing on moderately for some time past, but
ERASTS _ The friends, of Daniel Webster, m Luzerne
men against Victoria, which, it was reported,
These is nothing new from France relative had been attacked, and he presumed that which the defendant had appealed from the i this was all in the usual course of things, and
Sept. 18,1835.
county, held a public meeting on the 21st
to the indemnification.
this detachment had been joined by the 50 verdict of the Court of Common Pleas, and ! none but thorough bred seamen were taken.
ult. A resolution was adopted, declaring Mr.
The prosecution of M. Sarrans, editor of men under Capt. Callingsworth, who had ta on ifs coming before the Supreme Court had
STATE OF .MAIM
Philadelphia Eve. Star of 4dh inst.
’ of our Lordonti Webster to be the first choice of the meeting, the Nouvelle Minerve, and of General Lata- ken Goliad. He urges the hurrying on of withdrawn his plea of not guilty, and declar
ed
he
would
not
contend
with
the
Common

hundred and thirty^ but expressing a readiness to unite in the sup- i pie, fora libel on the Duke de Broglie, has all the volunteers that can be mustered to
Good English.—A Frenchman of this city
The libel was join him in his contemplated attack upon wealth, on Friday last came up for a final having lost his property some time ago, took
nal Act, providing ft port of a suitable candidate who will most! terminated in a conviction.
disposition,
Chief
Justice
Shaw
being
on
the
’
,
.
c
.
¡an
assertion
that
the
duke
caused
to
be
mserfcertain crimes, and
San Antonio.
ereof.
probably “ unite the suffrages of the pai y . tej
t^|e rainislerja| paper, articles relating
bench. The Attorney General "having mo to farming in the suburbs. Meeting him in
ereof.
The Telegraph contains an address of ^he
Be it enacted bytli ,n Pennsylvania, who desire a reform in the [ to
war in Spain, which were furnished by Committee of safety, and Correspondence of ved that sentence should be pronounced, Mr.! the Autumn, we asked him how he succeed
ed in his new vocation. ‘ Oh, very fine—
preseutatives, in L[administration of the General Government.” j one of the adherents of Don Carlos. The the Jurisdiction of Matagorda, to the people Peleg Sprague, counsel for Mr. Cheever, ad- ! very fine !’ answered he, ‘ I have raise very
dressed
the
Court
briefly
in
mitigation
of
i
.—__----------------- I court declared, in the progress of the trial, that of Texas, setting forth that they had always
at the Jaws oftbt
damages, and the Attorney General replied. much potatoes, and two hundred head of
Capital Punishtm The Legislature of South Carolina met at it had, and would exercise, the power to prevent been the advocates of peace, but that being Mr. Cfieever then read a defence, which oc hen !’-JV. E. Galaxy.
Columbia
on
the
23d
ult.
The
message
of
|
ewrfence
giuen
o/f/ie
truth
of
offensive
the enemies of centralism, (which is what we
of offenders, be ani
cupied more than an hour in reading, in
call consolidation) and determined to adhere which he went into a justification of the pub
to substitute in Ihi ,£ov> McDuffie was communicated the same I allegations.
Warning to the young.—The wreck of a
|
The
house
of
Andrew
Taylor
&
Co.
of
death, confinement Io day. Much the largest portion of it is de- LivetpOO|5 have stopped payment for £130,- to the Federal Constitution of 1824, they lication which had been charged as libellous. man left a tippling house about 10 o’clock on
were prepared to take sides with the Prov
ie State Prison.
The Attorney Genera) made some com Wednesday night, and was found the next
2. Be it fimherea voted to the discussion of the subject of Slave- 000. They show assets sufficient to pay the ince. The chairman of this Committee was ments on this defence, and Mr. Sprague re morning on St. Paul street, dead—having
ij/
whole
amount.
ry.
It
denounces
the
abolitionists
in
strong
our
fellow
townsman
S.
Rhoads
Fisher,
a
>erson shall heffeaKrt
in the storm. He was once templied.—The Chief Justice then pronounced perished
le punishable with iuij terms, and defends the institution of domestic ! The affairs of Algiers appear to cause some gentleman of one of our most respectable the sentence of the Court, which was that the Perate»
^thought a little would not hurt:
uneasiness
in
France.
Serious
disasters
are
families.
I contracts ofwh«w/ Slavery, as manifestly consistent with the will
ii he tasted and tasted—at last he loved it: he
defendant
be
imprisoned
thirty
days
in
the
said
to
have
befallen
the
French,
and
large
Gen. Samuel Houston had been appointed common jail, and give bonds in the sum of,' drank and drank, till the habit was formed;
person so convlctedsli?
of God, “the corner stone of our republi reinforcements are demanded.
on Oct. 6th, Commander in Chief of the De $1000 to keep the peace two years.
affected, changed,orr
and he has been hurried hy its delusion into
Changes in the French cabinet continue to partment of Nacogdoches, vested with full
manner as they sew: can edifice,” &c.
an untimely grave. Chiidren, take warning
Boston Daily Adv. fy Pat.
be
spoken
of.
powers
to
raise
troops,
organize
the
forces,
by the death of the p®
—young men, beware! touch not! taste not! I
Alabama.—The Legislature of this State
and do all other things appertaining to such
ie bonds of matriwi
In
consequence
of
the exorbitant charge handle not ! ! !—Rochester Democrat.
Paris, Oct. 27.—On Sunday
there was
--------. -----------a office. On the 8th he issued an order, in made by the Rail-road companies for carry
id or the wife, aslhe^ assembled at Tuscaloosa, on the 16th ultimo. I
rson so convicted, shall« Samuel B. Moore was chosen President of lon« coherence between the Minister of Fi- which it is stated that “ Liberal bounties in ing the mail between Baltimore and New
The Salem Register of Monday, says—Mr.
nance and M. de Broglie, in consequence of land will be given to all who will join our
person so convictedsli' odiunBi u. x
Cheever was on Friday afternoon, pursuant
York
on
their
roads,
we
understand
that
it
is
itle to, or interest in hii/ the Senate, by a majority of 10 votes, and Mr. a visit ina(|e l)y the Charge d’Affaires of the ranks with a good rifle, and one hundred the intention of the Post Master General to to his sentence, committed to prison in this
irsonal, and the sametf McClung of Madison County, was elected United States to the President of the Council. pounds of ammunition.”
have the mails put in their cars as common , town, where he must remain in close confine
A company of sixty volunteers from New freight, accompanied by guards, and thus! ment for thirty days, unless this part of the
posed of, and descend Speaker of the House, by a majority of 2 votes. It was said that M. Humann persisted in resolving
not
to
make
any
payment
without
Orleans had arrived at Natchitoches, and transported without other charge than would sentence should be mitigated by Executive
his actual death hadi The gentlemen elected presiding officers are
were expected at Nacogdoches on the 2d of have to be paid upon boxes and bales of clemency.
when be was cohvidt both opposed to the Baltimore nominations,— obtaining clear and absolute satisfation.
Courrier Francais.
November, at which place horses were in goods. This will be an effectual way of
all power and authority?
There can be no donbt that Mr. Barton readiness to hasten them on to the field of “ reducing the fare.”—Alexandria Gaz.
We would direct the attention of our nonwhich he might lawioH the National Intelligencer says the election
was urgent for an immediate decision of the action.
I subscribing readers to the following article,
ver any other person si in each House was a test of party strength.
Freud)
government
relative
to
the
demands
Our
letter
says,
“
I
go
off*
at
daylight
to

Tapping the Head.—We have always un taken from the Alexandria Gazette :—
and after his conviclid
The Legislature of Georgia is now in ses- [ be was authorized to make, and it is not un- morrow morning, as one of a committee of derstood that, when once water has accumu j “ Information is respectfully requested as
and determine aeiflitt
three to treat with the Captain of the native lated in the brain, the case is generally con-,i to the actual number of
°
•». « »imiitrnn nnus likely that he may have obtained that deci
-- those who
---- are in
3. Be it further enact^ sion The committee on the abolition ques-; .
sion. luucuunuii.
j sion, in time to forward it by the first of No Mexicans here, (who have not yet taken sides,) sidered fatal, even by the most of medical Hie constant and daily habit of reading this
>arts of acts, inconsistf j tion has been instructed to report on the pio- veni[,er packet from Havre.
to get them to join us against the enemy. If men, for few have ever attempted to remove paper, and who never contribute one cent to
of this Act, be, andta priety and expediency of a law, requiring the [ The London Public Leger of the 28th
we can succeed with them, they can turn out the fluid by an operation—Hence patients la defray the constant and daily expenses of its
ealed.
t
* free persons of color to leave the State with- j says—“ It was stated on ’Change yesterday, a hundred men.”
boring under this dreadful disease, are gener- publication. Perhaps these people do not re
/ Representatives, NrIU
1
•• i
j
non«Wn8
| at a late hour, that bills drawn bv the Arnerierally left to drag out a miserable existence, member that what contributes every day to
II having had threes^ in a certain period, undei
y [ <■
can government on that of France, in liquiMelancholy.—We are informed that a fa until the soothing hand of death puts an end their instruction and amusement, and for
ise, and having beenami
A great n^ing of the friend, of Daniel.
Clai‘“S’had been re" tal accident occurred at Stillwater, on Tues to their sufferings.
which they refuse to pay, costs thousands of
> the next Legislatures^
fused acceptance.
day. Two men were employed blasting
Doctors Bayard and Livingstone, were cal dollars, and days and nights of mental and
report to be publislih Webster was held in New York city, on Fri
rocks—the charge which was lodged in a led to attend a child of four months old, who bodily labor and fatigue. Let all such, who
day evening of last week. Pertinent and
From Bermuda.—We are indebted to Mr. seam of a large stone, which was partially was laboring under this dangerous disease— know this and see the injustice of such a state
i for concurrence.
An ad- Gilpin for Bermuda papers to the 21st uh. split by a previous bore, accidentally caught the head was much enlarged from the accu of things, come forward and atone for past
J ONA. CILLER spirited resolutions were adopted,
dress
to
the
citizens
of
New
York
was
also The Barbadians had experienced the heavi fire and both were blown into the air—one to mulation of water—the}' therefore, in place offences by subscribing for the newspaper.
In Senate, MartH'i
est flood of rain ever remembered, which the height of fifty feet, who was instantly kil
Several gentlemen ad fell in eight hours.—Large tracts of land in led—the other was turned over once or twice of leaving the sufferer to certain death, deter It is better to do right late than never.”
ice, and concurred, j ¡read and adopted.
JOSIAH PlERCEJi- dressed the meeting. It is supposed that 6 or the valley of St. George were under water, and badly injured. We were unable to learn mined on giving it the only chance that Sci
Kentucky.—The Lieutenant Governor and
ence could afford, by drawing off the effused
WOO persons were present—and thousands, and in many places the tops of the cane could their names, but understand the man who fluid. The operation was accordingly per acting Governor of Kentucky have convened
CAPS & HAW
only be seen. The causeway over the Belle was killed was from New Hampshire.
formed on the 9th inst. when upwards of a 1 the Legislature of that State for the 28th Nov.
OLLARS, BOASjfe at is said, were obliged to go away, without gulley was destroyed. In some of the par
Bangor Adv.
pint of limpid water was discharged from the i in consequence of the expiring of the charter
ubscriberoffers Ml ^eing able to obtain admittance into the hall. ishes there was no rain.—N. F. Gazette.
of the Bank of Kentucky on the 31st, for the
child’s brain.
i, Otter and Fur Seal Í
A letter from New Orleans, dated the I2th
It is now ten days since the operation, and purpose of giving them an opportunity of
G
reat Cheeses.—Thomas S. Meacham of
tria and other Fur ‘
From Liberia.—The New York Journal of November says—“ A good deal of shipping
[giving the Bank further time to collect its
Oswego County, N. Y. has recently exhibited Commerce has received the Liberia Herald is arriving, but business is quite dull. Not the child is doing well, even beyond their debts.—Boston Pat.
ir Seal and Cloth
most sanguine expectations—in fact, we un
dies Long and Short». at Masonic Hall, in New York city, ten of Aug. 20, which contains news of some in withstanding the great outcry last year and derstand, it seems in every respect in good
’
Swan Neckties;
cheeses, the largest of which weighs 1400 terest. The brig Louisiana arrived at Mon the present about “ short crops of Cotton,” health—the countenance is fast resuming a
Bleeding at the ,Vose.—The Philadelphia
rSeal and otberfurC
rovia on the 9th from Norfolk, with 46 emi there will be enough and rather too much for natural appearance, for before the operation, Journal states that a young man, nineteen
pounds,
and
the
other
nine
about
700
pounds
tin Beaver Hais-fc*
grants, of whom 38 were Africans, natives of some dealers.”
the eyesand features were much distorted in years of age, bled so profusely, that he fainted
The largest is to be presented to the the regions of the Nunez and Pongas. On
ston and New Yort I* each.
consequence of the pressure occasioned by several times. Mineral acids, ice to the neck,
President of the United States ; one is to be the 12th, the Elizabeth arrived from New
A fight between a Porpoise and an Alliga the water on the brain.—»Si. John N. B. Gaz. &c. were tried, but without stopping the
presented to the Vice President of the United York, with Dr. Skinner the Col. Agent, his tor.—A few days ago, some gentlemen,
flow ofblood. Dr. Bruner was called in the
■""‘■«íúíJV 'States ; 1 to Congress ; 1 to the Governor of daughter, and several Missionaries. On the standing on the shore of St. Andrew’s Bay,
The increase of Banking capital is a sub third day, and he blew up powdered Gum
14th, the schooner Harmony arrived from had an opportunity of witnessing a singular
New York ; 1 to Daniel Webster ; 1 to the Baltimore with 27 emigrants for Cape Pal contest between a Porpoise and a large Alli ject which will engage the attention of the Arabic through a quill-*the hemorrage ceas
given forallki«^
Pennsylvania Legislature at an early day, ed directly.
Legislature of New York ; 1 to the Mayor mas. On the 19th, the ship Indiana, from gator. The combat lasted about half an and among the applications which will be
and Corporation of the city of New York ; Savannah, with 65 emigrants, among whom hour, at the end of which time the Alligator made for that purpose, there appears to be no
The City Clerk of Bangor says he has pub
gave in, and soon after floated on shore in a doubt one will be included for a re-charter lished, since tlie first day of April last, one
1 to the city of Rochester ;—1 to S. Ayer & was Dr. Davis and his family.
The expedition, consisting of 120 men, dying condition.—He was found to have by the State of the Stockholders of the pres hundred and sixty-six couple.
Son, of Albany ; 1 to Underhill & Son, of which had embarked for Bassa in the prece been literary bruised to death by the strokes
ent U. S. Bank.
Troy, and I to J. H. Wells of Pulaski, pat ding month, had just returned, having had an which the Porpoise was set?n to inflict upon
Fire.—The Mills upon Keezer Falls in
just received^'Iu(1 rons of agriculturists. Each cheese is prop engagement with Joe Harris and his adhe him with his tail.
The Hon. Henry Clay arrived at Philadel Parsonsfield were burnt last Friday morning
erly and patriotically inscribed.—Mr. M’s. rents, whom they completely defeated, and
phia on Wednesday, from Princeton, where They consisted of a saw mill and grist mill •
demolished their towns.
They returned
We understand that the house of the Rev. he had been to visit his sons, who are at the latter was owned by Dr. Moses Sweat of
farm contains about 700 acres. He keeps without the loss of a man.
Mr. Putnam in Roxbury, took fire on Thurs school in that town. He was met by a com Parsonsfield.—Limington Rec.
154 cows, and has made 50,000 pounds of
day, occasioned by wood being too near a mittee of gentlemen and a large number of
ubscriber having
cheese the present season.
A three year old heifer, raised by Cotton
coal fire, where a cooking range had been citizens, who welcomed him with the strong
[From the New Orleans Bee of Nov. 17]
Lincoln, Esq. of Cornish, was killed last
placed.
But
for
its
timely
discovery,
and
the
est
marks
of
enthusiasm.
Mexico.—By private advices yesterday re
id town for«"«J ; w
week—her kidneys weighed one hundred and
The editors of the N. Y. Journal of Com ceived from Mexico, we learn that Guitierez, active exertions of several females, the house
twenty eight pounds. We’ll bet—no, we nev
would
have
been
burnt.
—
Boston
Centinel.
merce and of the N. Y. Courier & Enquirer the former governor of Chiapa—after having
Horrible Villain.—The Natchez Daily er bet, but we guess the like was never seen
Courier states that a wretch named W. H. before.—ib.
have made arrangements to run expresses, his property ravaged by the satellites of Santa
Anna—nas
has been
enabled to
place uiHiseii
himself ar
at
The very high price of hay has caused the Short, who had been an inmate of one of the
i -i e
nt««,
c anna
uccu DiHHHcu
iu piruic
daily, from Washmgton to New York, during
head a forn)i(Jable fo,'TOi and t0
ef. farmers to kill and sell many of their cattle, Western Penitentiaries, had murdered one
The Pork Trade.—152,000 hogs were
the present session of Congress, by which i feC(jVeiy against the troops of the dictator, and great numbers of sheep. A prodigious man, and attempted the murder of several last year slaughtered and packed at Cincin
ir s“Pf’ort,jAMES
they will receive Washington papers, &c. j He has already made several prisoners, and number of sheep have been killed. Beef and other individuals. The inhabitants pursued nati, Ohio, which where sold for about two
several hours in advance of the mail.
captured various pieces of artillery, with mutton are of course cheap just now, but and took him into custody, when he was per
____ __________
much provisions. He has now fortified him- nearly all other articles of subsistence are mitted to make his confession and forthwith millions of dollars. Pork is now selling
There was another severe gale on Lake! selfin Tuxia, where be is joined by many high. Pork about the same as last year. hanged. The details of this horrid wretch’s there at from 3% to 4 cents per pound by the
íANACÍFO»1'
Farmers we think would do well to winter crimes are „going the rounds of the newspa
. . ■  barrel.
eby
p. Kil Erie, on the night of the 22d and morning of
porces of Alvarez in the south are also as many sheep as they can, with the aid of pers—we can see no benefit in publishing a
Be honest.—11 you only endeavor to be
the 23d ult. Two steamboats narrowly es» j augmented daily ; and Victoria himself has browse and potatoes, for wool will be high j lengthened account of such enormities,
1835.
honest, you are struggling within yourself.
Bangor Adv,
caped shipwreck.________________________ gone to lend his influence to Alvarez, and another year.—Kennebec Jour.

■blsF°^S*

A

[From the Portland Courier of 12th itfst.]
MILLEDGEVILLE, NOV. 30.
Shipwreck and loss of Lives.—The ship
Indian Outrage.—An express to the Gov.
North America^ Capt. Churchill, arrived here ernor, reached here on Saturday, frotn Stew
of the deceased, will go into mourning, and
New Orleans, Nov. 23.-^-Latest from to-day from St. Ubes, brings news of the art county, with intelligence that the Creek
TWENTY-FOURTH congress....first session. wear crape on the left arm for thirty days.
The House then adjourned to meet to Texas.—Intelligence was received yesterday i loss of barque John Thomas, (late Patterson, Indians had crossed the Chattahoochee and
from the camp of the TexiaiiSj near Behar, i master,) from Quebec for Belfast, with the murdered Mrs. Brown and four of her chil
SENATE.
morrow at 12 o’clock.
dated 1st ult. that an engagement had occur I loss of nine out of sixteen persons who were dren—that there had been some skirmishing
MONDAY, DEC. 7.
red between the Mexicans and Texians. The on hoard. The North America fell in with among the whites and the Indians, and that
THURSDAY, DEC. 10.
The Vice President of the United States
A discussion arose, which was continued j former were to the number of three hundred the John Thomas on the 18th of November, serious consequences were apprehended.
took the chair. Thirty five Senators wese
[This was in revenge for the death of an
present. Some new rides for the admission I to considerable length, on Mr. Adams’ mo-1 cavalry and one hundred infantry ; and at- lat. about 43, long, about 46. The Capt.
of visitors to the gallery of the Senate were ■ lion to amend the rules, so as to require the lacked the latter in their encampment under says in his log book, “ On nearing her I Indian, killed by white men in attempting to
adopted, and a committee was appointed to ! appropriation bills to be reported withili thir-. Col. Bowie and Captain Fanning, with a found she had no sail set ; her foresail was drive a party of Indians from a cotton field
wait upon the President, in^conjunction with , ty days aftef the meeting of Congress. The , force of about ninety men : but the Texians blowing to pieces from the yard ; the main where the latter were at work, in the employ
a cotuirnttee of the Hoose of Representatives,
trseiitaiives, !1 sullij e’c- l waS referred to a committee, with in- repulsed the. attack with the loss of only sail was loosed and partly blowing away, of a white man.]
to inform him that a quorum was assembled.
assembled, s,rurtions to re
report
I,ort such an amendment, one man, whtle sixteen were killed, and as her jib was hanging down from the boom
The Governor sent orders to the Col. of
t
■ The House adjourned to Monday.
; many wounded on the part of the assailants. and the vessel apparently a complete Stewart County, to call out the militia to de
wreck.
”
fend the people, until the Legislature should
TUESDAY, DEC. 8.
j
| The Washington Telegraph makes the fol- ' desirable kinds of ammunition ; with some
“ We could see no persons aboard of her take further steps upon the subject.
On motion of Mr. Grundy, 5,000 copies)' lowing remarks on the message. “ We can- prisoners, among whom are two Mexican offi- until within five or six times our length, when
of the message, and 1,500 of the accompany-I■ not at present go ipto an analysis, but we cers.—The main body of the Texians shortly a man made his appearance in the main top,
The impostor Matthias made his appear
ing documents were ordered to be printed.
I cannot lay it before our readers without call- advanced, ami the enemy retreated to the and immediately five or six more showed ance in Fredonia, Chautauque Co. on Thurg.
On motion of Mr. Grundy, the annual re < ing their attention to the fact, that by with-, garrison of San Antonio.
themselves, and as we passed them they beg- day of last week. He was solicited to give
port of the Secretary of the Treasury was or- ¡drawing
i
our Charge from Paris before the! The troops sent from this place
—now to ged to be taken off in the most imploring an exposition of his principles at a meeting
.
dered lobe printed, and the usual extra num- Ij explanation contained in the Messa
Message can the nmrther of five hundred, had arrived at terms. In passing her, found her a complete appointed forthat purpose, after which he
her was ordered j the reading having been ji reach France, the President seems intention-' head quarters, ready for action.
j wreck, and every thin« swept from the deck, was snow-balled by the boys of the village,
dispensed with.
1j ally and unnecessarily to invite hostilities with i The delegates were soon to have inut.
met in i, One
man was holding on to combings of He recorded his name “ R. Matthias,”—resj,’
vyuv iiiuu
Mr. Tomlinson then rose and announced ; France—a measure which there is too much ’ general consultation, which
whinh was postponed Ij main hatch.»”
to the Senate the death of the Honorable I■ cause to fear has become desirable to that in consequence of the premature commence-1 The Capt. then describes thie manner of ta dence “Zion’s Hill,”—destination “ Home”
The infatuated wanderer must look to the
Nathan Smith, late a Senator from the Slate ¡kingdom.. When we examine the peculiar; ment of the war.
>
I king the survivors off
1IJCiU ut
off’ a..d
and getting them
on
of Connecticut.
' ’[ relation which we now bear to the nations ofi An armed vessel had attempted to land at! board of the North America, eight in number grave for a “ home.”
Mr. Swift then moved the following reap-1j Europe, and remember that the crowned j Velasco, and fired on the town, but having one of whom died afterwards. Also des
More human butchery in Brazil.—The edi
lutions, which were adopted unanimously : j| heads have been for years maturing meas- ! met with a warm reception from the citi cribes the distressed and famished condition
Resolved, That a committee be appointed I■ ures for arresting the spread of free princi- zens with an 18 pounder, they were soon the men were in, having been in the top e- tors of the N.Y. Journal of Commerce have
been favored with the following extract of a
to take order for superintending the funeral ofii pies attributed to our example,■, we cannot i compelled to cut to sea.—Bee.
leven days, and without food or drink four letter from Maranham, brought by the brig
the Honorable Nathan Smith, which will take ’j view without alarm the combinations indica
days. Their whole cry was for “ water.”— Isabella, Capt. Crane. Its statements are
place to-morrow, at 12 o’clock ; that the Sen ted by the events of lhe last summer throughCaptain Churchill also describes his , mode of confirmed by Capt. C. who in (lining out of
WASHINGTON, DEC. 6tH, 1835.
ate will attend the same ; and that notice ofi! out Europe. It is now apparent that the
There is no longer any doubt of the result treatment to revive them, which was humane ! Maranharn harbor, met the Malta, from th
the event be given to the House of Re presen | President would not hesitate to plunge us in- of the election in Mississippi. Judge Lynch
and judicious, and succeeded m saving alf vicinity of Para, and learned from him sin i
tatives.
--.
,
,•
i to a war with France ; and it becomes the
mi)ne- ■ e
i n
! -u I
! har particular
is Governor. A decided majority of the Leg
[The Committee under this resolution con- ■
op t|)e whole people, and especially of islature is Anti-Vah Buren. The unwarrant
lhey informed Capt. Churchill that the]
MARANHAM, NOV. L
sists of Messrs. Swift, Knight, lallmadge, I
to determine how far they will sus-: able interference of Gen. Jackson has opera Captain and his wife died in the cabin, the
By the arrival of the Fair American, yesSouthard, and Shepley.]
| tain him. If, after having the expenses of two ted in that State, as it didin Alabama and mate was washed overboard, two men died
Resolved, That the members of the Sen- i warSj t[ie South are prepared to enter upon a Tennessee. It has prostrated the boasted in the fore-castle, and three in the top. They terday, we have later, and (if true) distressing
ate, from a sincere desire of showing every
jn a rnatter of etiquette between Gen power and influence of the Kitchen Cabinet, do not give a very distinct account of the news from Para and Camata. Capt. Willis af.
mark of respect due to the memory of the {era| Jackson and King Philippe, they will and with it the hopes and prospects of the cause of the disaster ; they say that they had ter lying at Para some days, obtained permis
sion to go to Carnajta, but on the day that be
Honorable Nathan brmth, deceased, late a j |iave profited but little by the past.”
Ricketty machine “ wherewith they intended heavy gales, that the vessel leaked badly,
member thereof, will go into mourning for)
“ The proposed expenditures under the io work.” There is some uncertainty as to j broached loo and filled. Two men were in was to sail, the Malta came down to the
him one month, by the usual mode of wear-1 contro| ofthe War Department, strengthens who will be elected Senator. It will (most lhe fore-castle when she filled and never blockade [of Para, by a Brazilian squadron
under Commodore Taylor, Para being in p^sing crape round the left aim.
.
I the rumors that Mr. Polk is to be transferred probably) be Mr. Poindexter or Mr. Plum-| came out They say they tried to get the | session
of Uie Indians, &e.J from thel’e with
*............................................... ...
——j
HICIU, WHO
That
as an addition^ mark ofi to
{hat department.-So
large an
an expenditure
expenditure mer. The President’s candidate (Mr. Walker) [ Capt. and Ins wife to go into the top, but his -----------------*Resolved,
---------uHiiaiuepuruiieuu
—oo uirife
. report
”
.......................
a
so unfavorable
that he did not <ro*
respect Jfor the^ memory of the Honorable l]n(|er t|lc charge of an active and drilled cannot
.....___ _be elected.
______ The
^.,.w Members of’own
Con- wife was loo unwell to go, ami the Captain | an() lhev both sailed for this place at lhe same
Nathan Smith, the Senate do now adjourn
party leader, taken from the south-west, is an Igress are divided ; but Mr. Claiborne, who is chose to stay with her in the cabin, where! time.
•
'*"■
" ’ had
■ ■ not arrived.
The Malta
The Senate then adjourned.
important item in the arrangements for the supposed to be a Van Buren man, is pledged, they were drowned.
Captain
Willis
states
that a report came to
Presidential campaign.”
Two or three days afterwards they floated the blockade, just as he was leaving, that an
if the election should come to the House, to
WEDNESDAY, DEC.
c. 9V.
“ The fact of the payment of the debts of vote as the Electors of his State vote. On out in each other’s arms. From their story
English brig called the .Creole, had been tak
j the Post Office Department, show's that Mr.
No business was transacted in either
<
it appears that considerable rum was used, en at the Pilot ground by the Indians, and all
R,.,.  Kendall knew when to lake possession of this information you may rely.—Correspond
House. The members of the House of? Rep
ent of the N. Yi Cour, Enq.
and that they found some by wading in the hands murdered except one man. The cir
resentatives entered the Senate Chamber, and the object of his ambition. Mr. Barry had
cabin while they remained on the wreck. cumstances, as near as we can get them, are
also the President of the United States and already made the deductions which have reWashington, Dea 8.— Official.—Don Angel The hoy taken from the wreck says the as follows : While the Captain was waitin<r
all the Heads of Departments, to attend the lieved the department from debt, and O. B. Calderon de la Barca was yesterday presented crew threw the keg overboard.
for a Pilot, a canoe went to him and told him
Funeral of the Hon. Nathan Smith. The Brown and William L Barry were victims (by the Secretary of State to the President, to
The names of the seamen lost or those who that the Pilot would not go off in a canoe,
funeral service was performed according to offered up on the
altar „n....
of Kendall
’s ambition
i ........
,.i ir..^.i..iu
... i....... ; wbom he delivered his credential as Envoy were saved we have not ascertained.
but he must send his boat. He according
the ritual of the Episcopal Church, by the
rT„
~
i Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of
The Portland Advertiser gives the names sent it with four men and the mate. These
Rev. Mr. Higbee, who pronounced a very el
T he Washington Correspondent of the Bos- Her Majesty the Queen Regent of Spain to of the persons saved, viz.: Patrick Harlin, they kept while a number of others went aoquent and appropriate discourse on the oc ton Atlas makes the following remarks upon the United States.
Robert McKenmore, John Higgins, Wm. board, muudered the rest of the crew, took
casion.
the Message :—
Ciung, Henry McCormac, Hugh Furgerson out of her what they wanted, and sunk her.
At half past 12, the funeral procession mo
“ The tone of the Message could not, up
Fire.—On Monday forenoon, about 10 o’ and Matthew Baggs. The names of those She had on board between 4 and 5000 guns,
ved from the Senate chamber to the place of on the whole, have been more conciliatory
clock, one of the workmen in the extensive who perished are, Captain Wm. Patterson
interment.
towards France, without manifesting a dispo harness, saddle factory, &c. of Mr. James and wife, Joseph Furgerson, mate, Wm. Mil and 200 bbls, of powder. There are many
sition on the part of the President to back out Boyd, Merchant’s Row, between S. Market ler, Andrew Bells, Wm. Vint, John Smith things that make it appear true: still the
deed appears to be too shocking to be believ
THURSDAY, DEC. 10.
from his former menaces and professions of and Chatham streets, while at work in the and Hugh Green.
ed. The vessel was due there some six
A message was received from the President [ distrust. Of this he has no intention. A lit- third story, discovered smoke coming from
weeks ago, with arms ¿nd aipmunition order
relative to the Ohio Boundary, which was lie anecdote may illustrate his views upon the the ceiling and wall of the room, which in
Pennsylvania Legislature.—The Senate of ed, and the Captain, unaware of the stateof
referred to a select committee of fi ve, to be i subject of his controversy with Louis Phil- creased rapidly, and he gave an alarm. The Pennsylvania has chosen for Clerk, Lawrence
the country, might easily be deceived.
appointed on Monday. Several reports were ; TP6«
fire was found to have made considerable L. Minor, an Antimason, by 19 votes, in op
A
gentleman
of
considerable
political
dis

received on various subjects, and ordered to ’ .
progress in parts of the building out of view, position to Henry Buehler, the late Clerk, son j From Mexico.—Very important intelligence
returned from
be printed. Mr. Benton presented the ere-'tinction,
1
. who lias recently......
----- --Par- and required a large quantity of water to be in law of Gov. Wolf, who had 14 votes. from this republic, as well as from the provdentials of John Nowell and Lucius Lyon, i«, had an interview with the President not thrown before it was extinguished. It took George W. Hammersley was chosen Assist ince of Texas, almost fills the columns of the
elected Senators for Michigan, and piOved , JBany ^eeks since, m the course of wffich he from the flue of the room in the second story, ant Clerk. Joseph Black was chosed Ser 1 New Orleans papers received this morning
that seats might be assigned them. On mo- j informed Gen. Jackson, that while abroad he occupied by the Navy Agent, which had been geant at Arms. Messrs. Crabb & Barrett ' and yesterday. Our dates from that city are
tion of Mr. Ewing, the subject was laid on ' had conversed with the Due de Broglie, in opened and not properly closed. The build were chosen printers of the State Journal, to the 27th of November, and if the accounts
the table. Some time was spent by the Sen- relation to the difficulties between the two ing was also occupied in this story by the Jacob Baah printer of the German Journal, are true, the reign of Santa Anna must be
ate in Executive business. The Senate ad countries ; and that the Due assuYed him that Hancock Bank, the damage to which was and Mr. D. K. Callander printer of the Eng-: very near its close. The Texians, it appears,
a very simple explanation would satisfy the principally by water. The ground floor Was lish Journal. In the House, Mr. Samuel are in regular correspondence with the lam
journed to Monday.
French Government, and that if the Presi occupied by Mr. Isaac K. Wise, hardware Shoch, a Ritner man, was elected Clerk by ! party in Mexico opposed to centralism. The
dent would only retract the imputation of bad
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
dealer, Messrs. Skinner & True, as a cloth 66 votes, in opposition to Mr. Shunk, a Wolf whole republic seems to be in a ferment,
faith, which he had thrown out against the ing Store, and Mr. Boyd. The stock of Mr. man, who had 24 votes, and there were 6 General Mehia, who set out for Matamoras
MONDAY, DEC. 7.
King, all would be well. The same gentle Wise, which was insured at the Fireman’s votes for Mr. Rehrer. Mr. John Ash was 1 some weeks ago, at the head of a cousideraThe Clerk called the roll of the Members, man, moreover, informed the President, that Office, was removed in good order ; Messrs. chosen Sergeant at Arms.
j hie force, intending to invade the Mexican
when it appeared that 225 were present, he had been favored with an opportunity of S. & T’s. stock was also removed. They
----------territory, was believed to have made himself
which being a quorum, he proceeded to state learning personally the sentiments of Louis had insurance. Mr. Boyd’s loss is the great
The Western Rail-road.—The Committee ■ master of Tampico, whence be would actin
that the next business in order would be the Philippe upon the subject, and that he found est, probably about $2000, and he has insu appointed to obtain subscriptions to the stock concert with the Texians on the north, and
choice of a Speaker. Mr. Patton, of Virginia, that the sensibilities of his Majesty continued rance at the Fireman’s and Manufacturer’s of lhe Western Rail Road, have obtained the the revolting Mexicans on the south. It was
then moved that the election of Speaker to be keenly alive to the indignity which had Offices. The building was owned by heirs whole amount necessary for completing the i currently reported at Matamoras that several
should be viva voce, and not by ballot, as, been offered him.
$2,000,000, of which the capital consist . of the most influential officers in the Mexican
always heretofore, when a debate ensued, I ‘ Well’—said Gen. Jackson, after hearing of Mr. David Rice, was damaged to the a- The subscribers will undoubtedly be soon army had openly denounced centralism, and
didn’t' tho Kin.,
I rnounl oi about $5°0, a»»d wa§ insured at the
in which Messrs. Patton, Mercer, Williams, these statements,—■ t‘ whv
why d dn t the King veto Commonwealth Office. The damage in all called together for the purpose of organizing that the state of things in the republic was
ancaocr...
...
~
.
Beardsley, Wise, Vanderpoel, Evans, Parker, the bill containing trip
the pnnditinna
conditional r-clause
ask- will
the Corporation, and choosing Directors.
such, that Santa Anna would either be obli
probably fall short of$3000.
Reed, and Mann took part, several of whom ing an explanation? Why didn’t he follow
Boston Pat.
ged to return to the federal system, or aban
Boston
Daily
Adv.
of
8th
inst.
opposed the proposition upon principle, my example ? If he had done that—if he had
don all hopes of power in Mexico.
whilst others who approved of it, opposed it' put his veto on the bill, sir, as he should have
The Chicago papers of 18th ult. state that
Gen. Alvarez was in force against Santa
Fire.—The basement story of the building, sch. Bridget, Capt. Duro, bound from the
upon the ground that the present was not a done—by the Eternal, I would have taken
Anna and centralism in the South.
proper time for discussing so important a back the charge of bad faith, and apologized at the bottom of Boardman street, occupied lower lakes, Was lost near Michigan city.
Protests have been published in several af
change in the practice of the House. Upon to his heart’s content for the imputation a- by Mr. Moses D. Randall, as a retail grocery She had on board six passengers, among ! the Slates against the new constitution. The
store,
took
fire,
supposed
from
the
stove,
ear

the motion of Mr Evans, the resolution was gainst himself.’
whom were ihree female miss.ooanes, des- Il)<lian tribes ,,n lhe fl.oiltiers have rene,val
ly. on . Saturday
morning.
The exertions
of ) tmed for the Mackmaek station, who, togeth-: hosti|ities,
in shorl Snnla Ar|„a
on the
a LUUill).dlJU
count, and tile
the | This
is
substance of da vUlJ
conversation,
Jlaid
d 1I1 UH
lllo table,
UtUlo« without
VYIIL1UUI cl
jl ilia
to the
LHC suuoidiJLU
Vt?I SdliOUj
.
*14 1
L
Z*
'
House then proceeded to ballot for a Speaker,, which took place not long since at the White I r?e cu,zans» a,ded by the favorable state of < er w.lh the hands, fifteen in all penshed. to have his hands fu|| witb()
.
the result of which was, upon the first trial, House,. The President is ultra-monarchial in ¡' ‘he weather> succeeded in preventing the fire 1 welve of their bodies had been found. It Texas
3 °
j his notions upon the power. The arbifrarv i ,'nlmater,a
injuring the upper stories, was supposed the sch. Lodi, of Chicago, was | On ihe other hand, however, the New Oras follows—
132 votes. exercise of such a prerogative by Louis Phif- i V'BICB were tenanted by three families, who also lost, with all on hoard.
James K. Polk, ofTenn.
, leans Bulletin of the 25th sajis, that the laippe would cost that monarch his crown, and ' Pl°Dably suffered the loss consequent on so
84 ”
John Bell, of
Trq
.... • • i
Itest ni'i’ival from Matamoras brought rumors
probably
his
head.
Gen.
Jackson
could
I
Bas
[y
a
[
1
'ef
|1
f
)Va
l
°f
their
goods.
The
damage
9 ”
Scattering and blanks
Mr. Kone Senator Irom Illmms, is danger- that Santa Anna was daily expected at that
feach him a lesson in usurpation, which he i ,to 1 ie
,W|3 not fail short of 250 dol- ously ill at Washington, where he lately ar- p|ace with seven thousall/„ien.
would not dare to practice upon, as he valued !
stock ,n 1 .
valued at about rived m a state of severe indisposition. Mr. |
225
■ • administration,
■ • Calhoun, oi
of toouth
South Carolina, lately received a | Froni Texas^The troops from New 01and j 500 dollars, was principally destroyed. No uamoun,
Mr. Polk was then declared to be duly the maintenance of- bis
_____
•.....
.1.................. c___ .__ 1
Insurance.
Newburyport Herald.
elected, after which Walter S. Franklin was his own existence.
severe injury from the upsetting of a stage , Ieans arno„ming to 500 men, had arrived al
coach, in consequence of which he will ! p)ea(j qnarterSi A' skirmish
...............had taken place
appointed Clerk, nem. con.
A new house, at Bradford, East parish, be probably be detained some lime from bis near Bexar, in which the Mexicans
The Honse then proceeded to the election I| The receipts into the Treasury, ascertain
were re
of a public printer, which resulted on the ed and estimated, during the current year longing to Mr. Tandy, was destroyed by fire seat in the Senate.—Boston Adv.
pulsed with some loss and compelled tore1835, are computed to be $28,430,881, of on Friday. Loss estimated at $1000—500
first ballot, as follows—
tire into the town. A gentleman who arri
A petition is said to be in circulation, in ved at New Orleans on the 25th ultimo from
which the actual receipts during the three insured. The fire took from a stove in a
Blair & Rives
133
room
in
which
some
carpenters
were
at
Massachusetts, to be presented to the Governor Nacogdoches, brought information that Gen.
first quarters of the year are ascertained to
Gales & Seaton
59
and Council, for the release of Rev. Geo. B. Cosand all his forces had capitulated and
be $23,480,881. Of the actual receipts, $13,- work.—ib.
J. D. Learned
24
Cheever from confinement.
Scattering
1
614,489 are from the Customs ; and $9,166,surrendered themselves prisoners of war
590 from the Public Lands. The balance in
So Blair & Rives were elected.
Fire.—On Saturday night, 12th inst. at
being forced thereto by want of provisions in
Forejathers' Day.—The anniversary of the Bexar. This, however, is only rumor. In
The House then appointed a committee to the Treasury on the 1st January last hav about 10 o’clock, our citizens were aroused
wait upon lhe President in conjunction with i ing been $8,892,858, the aggregate means of by the cry of fire, which proved to be in the landing of the Forefathers on the Rock of consequence of this, the delegates to the gen
the committee of the Senate to inform him the government within the year will, accord block on the corner of Middle and Union Plymouth, will be celebrated at Plymouth, on eral council, who had deferred assembling in
that a quorum was formed, and then ad ing to the computation of the Secretary, have streets, occupied by Mr. E. R. Mudge as a Tuesday of next week, the 22d inst. An ad order to attend to the more urgent business of
amounted to $37,323,739.
Wine Store, and Mr. J. B. Hudson as a Fur dress is to be delivered by the Hon. Peleg fighting, were repairing to the appointed
journed.
The expenditures for the year are estima niture Warehouse. The flames were soon Sprague.—Boston Pat.
place of meeting. The Texians appear to be
ted at $18,176,141 : thus leaving, by compu subdued, and prevented what at one time ap
TUESDAY, DEC. 8.
confident and full of spirit and animation.
Another Murder.—We learn by the Oxford
A message, in writing, was received from tation in the Treasury, on the 1st January peared inevitable—a most destructive confla
Attempted Revolution at Rio Grande.—An
the President of the United States, by the next, a balance of money in hand, equal to gration. The stores are heated from a fur Democrat, that Solomon Carter, of Porter, in
hand of A. J. Donelson, Esq. his Secretary, I $19,147,398, including what has been hereto nace in the cellar, and it is supposed that the that County, was committed to the Jail in extract from a letter dated Rio Grande, Oct.
fore often reported as “unavailable funds,” fire caught from the funnel. The whole in Paris, last week, charged with the murder of 8, (per Omar, at New York,) is placed on
and was read by the Clerk.
The Speaker laid before the House the now reduced to $1,100,000. Upon this bal side of the store is thoroughly scorched and his brother, Gardiner Carter. We have not Briggs’ Bulletin, stating that there was a
Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treas ance, however, are charged by law various smoked. It is impossible to ascertain the ex learned (says the Democrat) the circumstan probability that business would be suspended
expenditures, amounting altogether to about act amount of property lost. Mr. Mudge’s ces attending the transaction, nor if we had entirely in consequence of an attempted rev
ury on the state of the finances.
The Speaker laid before the House the fol $7,595,574, leaving applicable by Congress stock was valued at about $10,000.—His should we deem it proper to publish them so as olution, having for its object, the separation
lowing communications from the Secretary “ to new and other purposes” the sum of a- wines were removed, undoubtedly with loss to prejudice the public mind against the pris of the province of Rio Grande from the em
and injury,—his stock of coffee, teas and su oner. It is stated in general, that the prisoner pire of Brazil. At Port Alegre a party of
of the Treasury, which were severally laid on ’ bout $10,450,024.—Nat. Int.
gars, w hich remained in the store, were more was bn ill terms with the deceased, and that ! 80 men entered the town and took possesthe table, and ordered to be printed.
but his loss is covered by he had threatened his life, and on the day of!1 sion without the least resistance. The rebels
Annual Estimates of Public Expenditures An Anecdote.—We learn that a worthy or less injured
for the year 1834, and the three first quarters gentleman of this city, lately on a visit to an insurance. Mr. Hudson had $2000 worth his death had declared his intention of killing I had failed in their attempts on several other
respects
_____
r___ to
„ the Presi of furniture, some of which was burnt, and him before night. They were left alone that points of the Province. The letter adds:
of the present year ; and the Annual Report Washington, paid his
“ It is difficult to foresee what the result
dent, whom he found exceedingly civil. On the remainder spoiled by the heat and stnoke. evening, their parents having gone to one of
of the Commissioner of the Land Office.
Mr. Wise moved the printing of 15,000 cop conversing freely on the happy state of the He had an insurance on his stock of $1500. of the neighbors. About 9 in the evening, of this conflict will ne, as much depends up
ies of the President’s message, with the doc country, and the prosperous condition of our Messrs. Moody & Dix, who occupy the next Gardiner was found dead in the house, on the forces each party may be able to col
uments, and 5,000 copies without, which was citizens, the gentleman remarked that it store, removed their goods, with some dam his head badly bruised. We have not heard lect in the country. We should think how
must be a source of great pleasure and con age, and perhaps with some loss.
the explanation offered by the prisoner, but ever that a great majority of the people of the
agreed to.
Portland
Advertiser.
solation
to
the
President,
that
in
retiring
from
understand, his statements have been contra province are not in favor of a change of gov
A message was received from the Senate
his
arduous
and
responsible
duties,
he
left
dictory
on the subject. He protests that he ernment, and therefore hope that before long
announcing the death of a member of their
Fires.—A school-house in the south part of is innocent. He is about 29 years of age—a public tranquility’will be restored.”
body, the Hon. Nathan Smith, and inform the people so happy and prosperous, and the
ing the House that his funeral would take affairs of the nation so free of debt, and at this town was burnt a few days since. Sun cripple, and very much deformed. He was
A letter from a gentleman on board thelL.
peace with all the world. The President re day evening last, the house of Mr. Geo. W. examined before John Moulton, Esq. of Por
place to-morrow, at 12 o’clock.
S. ship Constellation, dated St. Thomas, Nov.
plied
that
“
it
was
so
—
but
by
--------!
the
Blake,
in
this
village,
caught
fire,
but
fortu

ter
;
and
committed
to
take
his
trial
at
the
Mr. Toucey offered the following resolu
14, says : “ Intelligence was yesterday re
French must pay that money.”
nately was discovered in season to prevent next Supreme Court in Pans in May next.
tion, which was agreed to.
ceived by Com. Dallas, from our charge at
New
York
Daily
Adv.
much
damage.
—
Wiscasset
Intelligencer.
Somerset
Journal.
Resolved unanimously, That this House
Laguira, that an insurrection had taken place
will attend the funeral of the Hon. Nathan
10,000 bales of Cotton were this year exported from
Dec. 3, Flour was selling m Baltimore at $7,25 and
There are 700 students attending the Medical Lec there, and a large amount of American prop
Smith, late a member of the Senate from the Texas.
7,50 from the wagons.
tures in Philadelphia.
erty destroyed.”-—Philadelphia Inq.
i State of Connecticut^ to-morrow at 12 o’clock^
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Latest from France.—-The packet ship Uti
OFFICIAL CANVASS.
ca, from Havre, arrived at' New York on Votes for Senators for the politicaiyear 1836,
SHIP NEWS,
PROBÂTE NOTICES?'
are as follows.
Monday, bringing Paris papers to Nov. 30.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 19, 1835. They do not contain news of much impor
First Senatorial Distbct,
KENNEBUNK, DEC. 19, 1835,
Jit a Court of Probate holden at North Berwick,
tance.—The following letters and extracts
Alexander McIntire
3779
Cold Weather.—It may be well to put from papers embrace all the information rel
within andfor the County of York, on thefirst
sailed.
Nathaniel
Clark
3775
Md the InlJ**
Dec. 10-Schs. Grape, Ward, for Boston ;
Monday in December, in the year of our Lord
the fact on record, for future reference, that ative to the American question.
Frederick Greene
3783
"ences Wereann I8*
New-York^
Rowe, Gloucester.
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the
THEi INDEMNITY TREATY.
Horace Porter
2328
reve«gefo?tt*
the weather during the current week has
memoranda.
Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
James
McArthur
2275
b.v white jne in
been unusually cold for the month of Decem
Letters from the best sources by the Utica,
In the river, at New Orleans, 27th ult. barque
of said Court :
Jonathan
Hammond
2423
ol' ’“'iians ft«J
Nimrod, Durrell, from Liverpool.
ber—on Wednesday, more especially, the say that a conciliatory Message on the part of
N the petition of Joshua E. Treadwell,
Scattering
29
At Havana, 28th ult. brig Persevereuce, Burn
a person interested in the estate of
Cold was more severe than has been known | our President, would put an end to all diffi
S
econd Senatorial District.
ham,
hence,
dis
’
g.
culty and ensure the payment of the money.
David Smith, late of Kennebunk, in said
Josiah Pierce
4254
in December for many years. In this village, The American Consul at Havre, informed
county, esquire, deceased, praying that ad
^Tobias Purinton
4265
The Boston Advertiser & Patriot of Thursday ministration of the estate of said deceased
the thermometer, at sunrise, stood at 8 de Capt. Depeyster on the day of his sailing,
Eliab
Latham
4333
says,
“
there
are
some
apprehensions
thdt
the
grees below zero—at noon, 11 degrees below, that be had no news respecting the departure
Nathaniel G. Jewett
4333
harbor may be closed for a short time, as there may be granted to said petitioner :
ORDERED—That the petitioner give noiand at 9 P. M. 16 below 1 There was a very of Mr. Barton. The letters say that nothing
is much ice in and about the docks.”
James
B.
Cahoon
2985
I had
been determined,, and’ whether
he would
....................................
’ ‘ _ 7..
.
I
tice thereof to all persons interested in said es
Clement H. Humphrey
2931
strong breeze all day. Thursday morning, at leave, remained undecided.
tate, by causing a copy of this order to be pub
tor Mtttbiu m„u.
David Dunlap
3055
Sch. Franklin, Matson, from New Haven for
sunrise, the thermometer stood at 8 degrees
Postscript.— We have just come into pos
Samuel Farnsworth
"* 2985
Gardiner, got on the rocks, near Negro Island, lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
session
of
a
document,
which
we
have
no
below zero. Friday morning was the cold
night of the 12th inst. in attempting to make a Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks suc
Scattering
209
est for the season—one thermometer in this doubt gives us the exact history of the trans
harbor. The crew reached Wood Island, with cessively, that they may appear at a Pro
*Of
the
scattering,
75
were
forPobias
Pur¡
actions at Paris.
difficulty, in the boat. The vessel went to pieces bate Court to be holden at Alfred, in said
ing.
village was at 10 degrees below zero, anoth
The intercourse between Mr. Barton and
on the 13th. Nothing saved, except a few spars county, on the first Monday in January next^
T
hird
S
enatorial
D
iskict
.
er at 16, and a third at 18 below 1 !—In the French government had been entirely
and a part of the sails and rigging.
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
*Josiah
Merrow
2800
"s ,,n,ue “ R Mm 1
Portland, on 'Wednesday morning, the mer- i courteous and friendly. The Ministry repiishew cause, if any they have, why the
John M. Frye
2981
Brig George, Waterhouse, of Biddeford, Me. prayer of said petition sliôüld not be granted.
cury stood at 7 degrees below zero—at noon e<^
inquiry, that as Mr. Livings^Joseph
Weeks,
Jr.
2832
from
Boston
for
Antigua,
was
fallen
in
with
Nov.
,.* ,
mi * \
•
.1..
. ton s letter was written before the passage of
Attest, WmvCutter Allen, Register:
John Spear
2855
10 below. The Advertiser says the Mercury I lhe Bm in [he Ch[lmbe,.S| they we,i desirous
8Jat. 20 10, long. 60 20, by sch. Ringleader, at
A true copy,—Attest,
Stephen
H.
Read
2541
New
Orleans
from
Malaga,
and
abandoned
by
has not be£n so low, by 5 degrees, at noon, in ; of something subsequent, and that as the
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
David C. Ma go un
2497
the officers and crew. Part of the sails, a chain,
Dec. 19.
S
December, within the last 20 years.—In Bos-1 President of the United States had said he
Ebenezer
D.
Robinson
2511
and.
some
provisions
were
all
that
was
saved
:
Journal of On,„ ’
ton,, at 8 A. M. the thermometer was at 6 !co"ld sa>’ no more’ b,lt shoa,d refer the mat’
"ith the Mow,,*
the weather being boisterous, anci their boat,stove.
Edward Robinson
2546
f
for tri
tlinuthey waited
tr* onn
vxylkot
ter to Congress,
to see
what
When left she was water-logged, her wood-ends At a Court of Probate held at North Berwick^
Scattering
degrees below zero—at 1 P. M. 4 below—at would transpire on the meeting of Congress,
486
laianham, bro«ght|J
within and for the County of York, on the first
having started.
*Of
the
scattering,
189
were
foi
James
7 P. M. 11 below.
Monday in December, in the year of our Lord
and in the mean time had forwarded des
SPOREN.
Merrow
and
90
for
Joseph
Weeks.
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the
patches to the French Charge at Washington.
Nov 11, S. side of Cuba, barque Nimrod, Dar
Fourth Senatorial District
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
The Legislature of Virginia met at Mr. Barton may possibly return, and perhaps
a,bor’ met the MJ
rell, from Liverpool for Aew-Orleans.
Elijah
Robinson
|216
OHN BODWELL, guardian of Elisha
ra’ and learned
Richmond, on Monday, 7th inst. Stafford as a consequence the French Charge also go
Samuel P. Benson
1233
v
L J LI Ji
i CILJU “ U1111(1
A. Bodwell
, a IIII11VJL.
minor, Cland
grand-child
11. Parker was re-elected Speaker of the Sen- home, but that these events ought not to be
Luther
Severance
236
; of Elisha Allien, late of Sanford, in said county,
looked
upon as of great importance, as it is
■ . p , MARANBiM5(.
. ate and Linn Banks Speaker of the House. confidently expected that the explanations
Alfred Pierce
^37
------------ i---- ,—
esquire, deceased, having presented his first
ival ofthe FairA<
Joseph Stewart
334
E the subscribers having been appoint- account of guardianship of his said ward for
There was very little opposition to the elec- I made at the meeting of Congress will be suf
ve later, and (if tru<
Andrew Masters
235
ed by the Hon. Wm. A. Hayes, allowance :
tion of these gentlemen. Both of them are ficient.
ra and Camata. Cart
Scattering
27
ORDERED—That the said guardian give
Judge
of
Probate ,within and for the county
Mr.
Simon,
editor
of
the
Charivari,
was
on
arasome days, obtai*
friendly to the Baltimore nominations, and we
Fifth Senatorial District.
i
notice
to all persons interested, by causing a
of
York,
Commissioners
to
receive
and
ex-,
the
28th
Oct.
sentenced
to
two
months
im

arna.ta, but on thel
infer that a majority of the members of both |
Joseph Miller
219
amine the claims of the several creditors to COPY
this order to be published three
prisonment and a fine of 5000 francs, for ex
'•« Malta caine dowj,
Josiah Sraples
2h
branches of the Legislature are Van Buren citing hatred and contempt against the gov
the estate of
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk GaPara, by a Brazilian,
Joseph H. Estabrook
T
, x_.x<. HODSDON,
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
OLIVER
men, from the fact, that .Mr. Ritchie, editor of I ernment. The editors of the Bon Sens and
adore Taylor,Parabei;
Joseph Pillsbury
late of Kennebunk-port, in said county, de- Jtbat they may appear at a Probate Court to
• 2
the Richmond Enquirer, has been elected j Quotidiehue were tried on a similar charge,
Indians, &e.]frot)g
Scattering
0
ceased, represented insolvent, hereby give I be16 at Alfred, in said county, on the first
mfavorable that he (ft
public printer—in the Senate, by a vote of 19 . for republishing from the London Sun a very
Sixth Senatorial District.
notice, that six months are allowed to said Monday in January next, at ten of the
violent
article
on
the
new
law
relative
to
the
sailed for this placeati
Amos Allen
8)
to 13—in the House of Delegates, by a vote of press. They were both acquitted.
creditors to bring in and prove their claims, i clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, ifany
I aha had not arrived.
George Stevens
42
have, why the said account should not
and that we shall attend to that service at the they
'*
76 to 55.
N. Y. Journal of Commerce.
His states that a report
Scattering
1)
Compting Room of Eliphalet Perkins, be allowed.
The following is from the Gazette de
just as he was leaving
Seventh Senatorial District.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Esq. in said Kennebunk-port, on the third
Ol/^Elias K. Kane, II. S. Senator from France of the 28th : —
called the .Creole, hadl
A true copy—Attest,
Charles Jarvis
lOt
Saturday of January and June next, at two of
the
State
of
Illinois,
died
at
Washington
on
“ Yesterday a long conference was held
t ground by the Indian
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
John Chamberlain
74
the clock in the afternoon.
Dec. 12.
Saturday morning last, making'three deaths between the minister of the finances (M. Hured except one man, J Scattering
1
JOHN LORD,
? Commiss near as we can gettft
Eighth Senatorial District.
among the members of Congress, in a single mann) and the Duke de Broglie, after a visit
ORLANDO PERKINS, $ sioners.
by the charge des affaires of the United
Vhile the Captain w«
Jit a Court of Probate holden at North Berwick,
John C. Talbot
107
Kennebunk-port, December 15, 1835.
week, since the commencement of the pres States to the latter. It is affirmed that M.
anoe went to himaiiij
within and for the County of York, on the first
William Pope
54
ent
session
I
Mr.
K.
was
Van
Buren
in
his
Humana
is
more
than
ever
determined
to
Monday in December, in the year of our Lord,
Scattering
would not go offim
Appreiatice Wanted.
10
eighteen
hundred, and thirty five, by the
make
no
payment
without
full
and
complete
polities—it is probable that a White-man will
send his boat. Heaw
Ninth Senatorial district.
ANTED immediately, as an apprentice ! Hon. WM. A. HA YES, Judge of said Court :
satisfaction.”
Ira
Fish
iur men and the man
339!
be elected to fill the vacancy occasioned by
to the Printing business, an active,
lhe petition of John Colcord, adminThe passengers in the Utica bring a rumor, 1 Joseph Kelsey
ilea number of others
3331 capable lad, of industrious habits, from 14 to 1
his decease.
istrator
of the estate of Jonathan Colthat
Mr.
Barton
would
embark
in
the
8th
of
Edward Kent
red the rest of the eit
1731 15 years of age. He must possess a good cord, late of South Berwick, in said county,
November
packet
for
New
York,
but
it
cannot
Seba French
173; knowledge of the common branches taught' deceased, representing that the personal eshat they wanted, aids
City Election.—The election of city offi be traced to any authentic source.
Scattering
12<i in our Schools and a good moral character, j tate of said deceased is not sufficient to pay
>ard between 4 and 508 '
cers took place in Boston on Monday last.
Tenth Senatorial District.
. of powder. Therei
JAMES K. REMICH. j the just debts which he owed at the time of
The whole number of votes for Mayor was
^Charles Greene
The President, in bis Message, presents the
1848
lake it appear true:
Kennebunk, Dec. 19, 1825.
I his death, by the sum of four hundred and
James
Man
tor
4497. Armstrong (whig) received 3039 votes Currency question, as if the National Bank
2034
o be too shocking 108
7t
t 7” 1
7
,
-7---- I ninety-nine dollars and seventy-four cents,
John
L.
Blake
1972
sei was due there!
LL those mdebied to the subsenher ore a d jH.avi„g for a license to sell and convey
and is chosen James (Van Buren) received and its circulation were already extinct ;
^Levi Johnson
1820
requested to make an unmedtale pay- s0 mucl|- of lhe rea, estate of said deceasJ
h arms ¿¡nd atpniunili
1185, and the remainder were thrown for va whereas it is still in wide operation, and its
Scattering
circulation is not less than twenty-two or
290 ment to Silas Moody, Esq. of Kennebunk- : as ,nav l)e neccs?ary fol. the payment of said
.ptain, unaware of th
rious individuals: The entire whig ticket for twenty-four millions of dollars, being still the I One vacancy.
ght easily he decell
l’0lt___________ ____ ____
debts and incidental charges:
debts
Aidermen was chosen. The whig candi only national or common currency. The fa ! *Of the scattering, 62 were for Charles t
HERVEY C. THAYER.
ORDERED—That the petitioner give
—Very important in
Greene,
and
132
for
Levi
Johnsons.
Kennebunk, Dec. 3, 1835.
dates for ^Members of the Common Council mous “ Experiment” is merely inchoate; it
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
blic, as well as from!
Eleventh Senatorial District.
were elected in 9 of the 12 wards into which cannot yet be known in what extent the aand to all persons interested in said estate,
almost fills the coll»
Isaac Strickland
2948
gency of State banks will prove sufficient or
NOTICE
___to be_______
by causing, a copy of this _
order
pubthe
city
is
divided.
Jonathan Swift
papers received this: •
2944
inadequate for all essential purposes. The
H E subscriber, being under the necessi- ' lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
Ebenezer Poor
. Our dates from iffl
1296
Message asserts “ that all the wants of the
sity . of relinquishing his business on ; Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
Looking Ahead.—The last number of the community in relation to exchange are sup
Daniel Bean
November, and iftlwf
1303
account of his health, requests all persons ; successively, that they may appear at a
New Hampshire (Portsmouth) Gazette says : plied as well as they ever have been before.”
Scattering
reign of Santa Aiiihi
7 indebted to him to make payment previous! Probate Court to be holden at Alfred, in
close. The Texiansjia ..
“ That a great portion of the people of the This is notoriously inaccurate. Much diffi
to the 20th of March next—and all persons | said county, on the first Monday in Jan■ correspondence with ft
A letter from a Jackson member of Con ' having demands against him are requested to i uary next, at ten of the clock in the foreUnited States look to Mr. Woodbury (now culty and embarrassment are experienced in
¡co opposed to central»
that important branch. The Bank of the U.
I noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
Secretary of the Treasury) as a future Presi - States has done and is doing all that is possi gress, dated Washington, Dec. 12th, says—present the same for payment.
lie seems to be in ai
“ My opinion on French affairs is confirmed
JOHN WAKEFIELD,
the prayer of said petition should not be
dent, we have little doubt. We think next to ble on its part, to remedy or avert the natural by a conversation I have had with one of Wells, Dec. 17, 1835.
ilia, who set out for Jin
granted.
consequences
of
the
reckless
war
upon
it,
ago, at the head of a «
the
Heads
of
Department.
I
do
not
think
Mr. Van Buren there is little question that the
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
wantonly begun and still continued at Wash there is the least danger of a war. Other and
lending to invade ihal
A true copy—Attest,
people will fix on him as their candidate.”
ington ; but it could not make the country se better means are within our reach for the
> believed to havemadt
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Dec. 12.
ampico, whence be will
A PRIME assortment of New Goods, just
Installation.—In Buxton, on Wednes cure in all principal points, supposing that it protection of our rights.”
should disappear altogether. The Message
/jL received, bought low for cash, and
i the Texians on tlienn
day, 9th inst. Rev. Benjamin Rice was in- truly says—“ The great desideratum, in
¡will' be sold very low. “ Call and see.”
Mexicans on the soui
Temperance Meeting’s.
practical treatise on the
g stalled as pastor of the Congregational modern times, is an efficient check upon the
J. G. PERKINS.
The annual meeting of the Kennebunk
toiled at Matamoras lltf
CULTURE OF SILK, adapted to the
power
of
banks,
preventing
that
excessive
Temperance Society will be held on Friday
Kennebunk-port, Dec. 3, 1835.
is8w
nflueniial officers in tliej
\ Church and Society in that town. The exClimate and Soil of the United States, by
enly denounced ceu®
F. G. Comstock, Secretary of the Hartford
Oiercises were as follows :—Invocation and issue of paper, whence arise the fluctuations the 25th instant, at half past 6 o’clock in tie
in the standard of value, which render un evening, at the Meeting House of the secod
le of things in lhe rept
County Silk Society, and Editor of the Silk
STRAY SHEEP
Reading of the Scriptures^ by Rev. Mr. Kim certain the rewards of labor.” Assuredly the parish. An address by the Rev. Mr. Lincoli.
Culturist. Illustrated by Engravings.
mia Anna would either
ball of Limington ; Introductory Prayer, by Experiment is not that desideratum. Paper
The election of the officers of the Socier
AME into the enclosure of the subscri
The interest in all parts of the United
i to lhe federal systera,
ber, some time since, three stray sheep. States in the culture and manufacture of Silk,
Rev. Mr. Searle of Saccarappa ; Sermon, by money seems to be about to be issued indefi will take place after the address.
s of power in Mexico.'
nitely
beyond
the
issues
of
the
Bank
of
the
Kennebunk, Dec. 18, 1835.
The owner is requested to prove property,
I
I manifested
by the constant calls for informa
arez was in force iigii
Rev. Mr. Dwight of Portland, from Matt. ix.
United Slates.—National Gaz.
pav charges and take them awav.
tion on the subject, has induced the publish
mtralism in the Soulli.
35; Installing Prayer, by Rev. Mr. Freeman
T
he Annual Meeting of the York Couny
LANCE LITTLEFIELD.
er to have prepared a plain Practical Trea
ave been published in!
of Limerick ; Charge, by Rev. Mr. Bradley of i (f/^The National Intelligencer says, of the Temperance Society will be held at Alfrd,
Kennebunk, Dec. 2, 1835.
tise on the cultivation of the Mulberry and
gainst the new consliniM
Westbrook ; Right hand of Fellowship, by ’ President’s Message to Congress, “ We can- on the first Wednesday of January next, at
rearing Silk Worms, adapted to the Soil and
s on the frontiers haveq
10 o’clock, A. M.
Climate of this country and to the wants of
SHERIFF
’
S
SALE.
Rev. Mr. Pomeroy of Gorham ; Address to ’ not conceive a paper more artfully [contrived
nd in short, Santa Aw
It is desirable that every town Sockty
plain practical men.
hands full, without
the People, by Rev. Mr. Tenney of Stand 'to “fan the sparks that kindle war,” than should be represented, and their reports ren York, ss....November 30th, 1835.
The Practical Culturist in this country
that now before, us. We cannot for a mo
ish
;
Concluding Prayer, by Rev. Mr. Merrill mentdoubt that it was composed for the pur dered in, or transmitted to the officers of tie
Y
virtue
of
an
Execution
in
my
hands
needs a directory adapted to the Soil on
her hand, however,iW
County
Society,
before
the
meeting.
for
collection,
against
B
enjamin
W
ent

of Biddeford.
which he plants his trees, and the Climate in
pose of preparing the dominant party to res
in of the 25th says,i
Printers in this County are requested:©
worth of Berwick, in said county, gentle

which
hq rears his worms, without reference
pond to the cry for War, whenever it shall
Irom Matamoras brorii
Carrageen Pudding.—Wp take much
publish the above notice.
man, I have seized on said Execution and 1I to Soils and Climates less congenial to their
please the old chieftain to sound it.”
Anna was daily expe»
Dec. 10, 1835.
shall sell at Public Auction, at Andrew Ha growth. It has been therefore the object of
pleasure in complying with the request of our
seven thousand men.
ley’s Tavern, in Berwick aforesaid, on Sat the author to make a treatise strictly practi
friend of the Bangor Mechanic & Farmer,
Gov. Gale, of Alabama, has made a formal
urday, the ninth day of January next, at two cal, omitting nothing of importance and ad
HYMENEAL
demand
on
Gov.
Marcy,
of
New
York,
for
and furnish below a receipt for making the
ras.-The troops W
of the clock in the afternoon, all the right iu ding nothing of a useless or extraneous char
unting to 500 men, W
Pudding which we took occasion warmly to the surrender of Mr. J. R. Williams, publish ‘ MARRIED—In Lubec, Mr James Crane cf equity which said Benjamin has of redeem acter.
er of the New York Emancipator, for the
rs A skirmish Ml®
ing from a mortgage to Thomas B. Parks, the
recommend, a few weeks ago.
As making the raw material into Sewing
purpose of being transported to Alabama, to Whiting, to Miss Susan P. Allen of Lubec.
in which theMexi«'
In Sunderland, Vt. 5th inst. by John Johnson, real estate hereinafter described, the same Silk and Twist is very profitable to the Silk
Directions—When green, take 4 oz., rinse be tried for attempting to excite insurrection
-> some loss and coraf*
of Sbaftsbury, Mr. Roswell Ford, aged 69, having been attached on the original writ, to '! grower, all necessary information for that
it in cold water, then simmer (not boil) it in among the slaves, by sending his paper into Esq
town. A gentle#
to Mrs. Postina Sullivan, aged 95, both town wit:—A certain tract or parcel of land situate j purpose will be given.
that
State.
Orleans on the 2oib»l
2 quarts new milk, (stirring it occasionally.)
paupers.
in said Berwick, and bounded as follows:) This Work
..............
is .......
in Press and will soon be
es brought information
Westerly by Salmon Falls River, Northerly ) published i~n ad’uLde7fmo"of abom Tob” paWhen it attains the consistency of Jelly, take
| ¡.is forces had cap®
Whilst
the
surplus
in
the
Treasury
of
the
by
Lebanon
Town
hhe,
Easterly
by
the
road
|
•
.
.
■
OBITUARY
ges, in handsome ....
binding—price
50 cents. .
it off, strain it, add rose water or essence of
United States has accumulated from indirect
I themselves prisoners
leading from the late David Legro’s dwelling- A part of the edition will be put up in elastic
any kind, as may be most palateable,—(we taxes unnecessarily high, it is surprising that
d thereto by want ofp
DIED—In this town, on Sunday evening last, house to Great Falls, and Southerly by land covers to be forwarded by mail.
prefer essence of Lemon,)—some consider some of the leading newspapers have not after a long and severe illness, Captain John of James Hubbard,—containing about one
his, however, is only
Editors of Newspapers who will give the
e of this, the delegateste
it an improvement to add a little salt—and let suggested the justice and propriety of redu Lord, aged 32 years.
hundred and thirty acres.
above three insertions, with this notice, and
cing
the
postage
on
letters,
and
of
using
a
( Who had deferred
Conditions
and
further
particulars
made
it cool. Then eat with crushed sugar and
In Kennebunk-port, on Saturday, Nov. 28th,
forward their paper with the advertisement
part of the surplus in extending the mail fa Mr. Jesse S. Cleaves, aged 24 ; also,in Kenne known at the time and place of sale.
endtolb?!»OT“i(
cream or cold sauce.
marked, shall be entitled to a copy of the
cilities
to
every
neighborhood
in
the
country.
G. C. WALLINGFORD, D. Sheriff.
ere repairing to me
bunk, on Sunday, 29th Nov. ttyr. Leonard
work, to be forwarded to their order.
When dry, take 2 oz., put it into warm There is no reason in requiring the Post of Cleaves, aged 27; oldest children and only
■eting. The Texiat<
Dec. 12.
3w
WM. G. COMSTOCK.
water and let it stand a few moments, then fice establishment to pay the whole expense sons of Mr. Samuel Cleaves, of the former
nd lull of spirit®11*''
Hartford, December, 1835.
of supporting itself, any more than there place. These sons Mr. Cleaves had made ar
NOTICE
proceed as before directed.
would be in requiring the Navy and War es rangements to settle near himself to cheer and «TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.”
CALL, ,1M) SETTLE.
solace his declining years. But, alas ! how un
Eastport Representative.—Frederick tablishments to bear their own expenses.
certain is every earthly scheme. They are both
REPORT having been put in circula F|pHE subscriber having often called upon
Hobbs, Esq. ( whig) was elected Representa
gone ; in about fourteen hours they both were
dl'etiu, stating tW*
tion, that all the traders in York have A those indebted to him for CARDING
tive to the Slate Legislature, in Eastport, on
Loss of the steam boat Lady Franklin and laid low in death, both of one-disease—consump
& CLOTH-DRESSING, to settle their ac
applied for licenses to sell ardent spirits or
tion.
Their
coffins
were
placed
side
by
side
on
the 7th inst. to fill the vacancy occasioned by \fromfifteen to eighteen persons drowned.—We
spirituous liquors,—(more properly speaking counts, and as many remain unsettled, he
consequenee of »
the
hearse,
and
followed
by
an
unusually
large
learn from the Cincinnati Evening Post of
to “ deal damnation round the landwould would now say to all such, unless their notes
the resignation of Lorenzo Sabine, Esq.,
Saturday week, that on the previous Wed procession of mourning relatives and neighbors, say the report is altogether false, a black lie, are paid or renewed and their accounts Settled
and
were
both
deposited
in
one
grave.
The
edi

who was chosen at the annual election in nesday morning at 4 o’clock, the Lady Frank
come from a child of the Devil. Although upto May 31, 1833, between this and the
lin on her passage up to that city, was run tor of Zion's Advocate is requested, to give this sojne who, like the sow that was once washed, first day of January 1836, they will be left in
September.
ered the »’•» * n
into, about two miles below the Yellow an insertion in that paper.—[Communicated.
In Saco, Mr. Freedom Fogg,aged 27 years.— have turned again to wallowing in the mire, the hands of an attorney for collection.
it1||,; lea51 ' ?»» **
It is stated in the St. John Courier of the Banks, by the Portsmouth, and sunk immedi
J. G. MAYO.
Joanna,
daughter of Mr. George Sutherland, there remains some, who have not, as yet,
28th ult. that George Thompson, the aboli ately, when from fifteen to eighteen persons aged I year.
Kennebunk, Nov. 14, 1835.
bowed the knee to Baal. Asa duty I owe to
were drowned.—„V. Y. Com. Mv.
e Province. J»’ .
tionist, took passage in the ship Elizabeth
In Hallowell, 8th inst. Dr. Benjamin Vaughan, community, to my God, to suffering humanity
IL REJmCH,
aged 85, greatly respected through life by all 1 and to myself, I would have it understood
Bently, which had sailed from that port for
Our
Washington
Correspondent
expresses
who knew him. He waq formerly a Member of that I never did, nor never shall apply for TTAS just received a large assortment of
lict wi
tv mavbeal)le!
Liverpool.
’seacl,pwyeiil<l*
a belief that Congress will make extensive ap the XJ11L1D1A
urnclUJCHJi, a
II VI a
1HU1JU VI
British j.Parliament,
and
a friend
of Dr. i such a license. I ask not the trade nor the JLJL Miscellaneous and School Books—
propriations for naval and military purposes ; Franklin. A sketch of his interesting life custom of the dram-drinker, neither do I Stationery & Fancy Articles—Blank
!Ounlr^flioritv of the pe0P
To
the Secretaries of Temperance
„
,, i, ,
.. •
r ana
and gives a report mat
that me
the rFrench
rench Charge is would be read with avidity. It is understood
Societies.—We would call Je attention of b<JU» to „ hig furniture at Auction. The that he left manuscripts of much public impor want their company. I am authorized to say Books, &c.
D. R. invites Teachers, Parents and others
that Mr. Alexander Dennett never has
Secretaries of Temperance Societies to he ,
lion f war or
tance.
made such an application, and we now pub- to examine his stock of School books, which
Circular addressed to them by order of the
v Y n
1
Drowned, 26th ult. by falling from the mizen ( licly declare, that our voices, our hearts and is very extensive, comprising almost every
Executive Committee of the Maine State
topgallant yard of ship Belvidere, on the passage our bands, shall be raised against rhe use and kind usually called for. The latest editions
—----------- "^ati hoirf
Temperance Society, which was published
from Portland to Charleston, iMr. Henry A.
rot» a.^"Kt.*{
Upon
that
part
of
the
Message
which
re

traffic of distilled liquors. As we have enga of approved school books always on band,
in the Herald of the 21st ult. and was copied
Dearborn, of Saco, seaman.
siellation, d*
lates to the state of our affairs with France,
.into our last number.
At Salmon Falls Village, Buxton, Mrs. Olive, ged, so we,say we now engage in a systematic carefully selected in regard to binding, &c.
(T^Country traders supplied on liberal
war against intemperance.
Returns may be directed to “ The Executive the United States Gazette says i—“ We think wife of Mr. William Foss, aged 89.
*»»• Dallas;5«i*
terms.
GEORGE MOORE PAYNE.
Committee of the Maine Temperance Society,” the President has said all that France has
In Alfred, Amelia Catharine, only child of the
asked of him !”
December 3.
York, (Me.) Dec. 2,1835.
care of Wm. Hastings, Augusta.
n an it>51irr“
Rey. H. and Mrs. Alice M. Butler.
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DUMFRIES' REMEDY FOR THE
To the Honorable Legislature of (he State of\
seen to linger ; and apparently embracing
Maine next to be held on the first Wednesday
his opportunity when no one observed him,
HE subcriber would once more remind
of January, A. D. 1836.
he plunged into the water, and in less than
those of his delinquent subscribers
HE proprietor begs leave to recom
INVOCATION.
an hour was taken up as you have seen to- whose accouts are of long standing, that it rip HE petition of the undersigned, citizens
mend (which he does with the full
Daughter of nations ! awake from thy slumbers ;
JL of said State, respectfully represent,
day. “ He has left,” added the informant,! is very desirble that all such accounts should
Awake, for thy foe is oppressing thee sore :
est confidence) one of the most valuable
that
they
are
owners
of
a
large
Quarry
of
Down the dark stream of intemperance what numbers
were
these two
(i a bundle in which
u................
- ____
__ -let-I
- , be settled, eiher by payment.or by note, and Granite situated in Kennebunk-port, about remedies known for this troublesome and
Are urging their way to eternity’s shore ;
ters.” One was directed to his mother, the :; that their nelect so to do will compel him, one mile from Kennebunk River—that they painful complaint. Without going into deDaughter of nations ! Awake from thy slumber,
j though relucantly, to resort to coercive measAwake, ere thou fall, to recover no more.
other to me. In mine,, ,.v
he detailed
...
o.... inures
sim-i
are desirous of bringing so important and tail, he deems it enough to say, he has in
pie yet affecting language,
1
his sufferings |
wj|| BCejve ¡n payment, Corn, Rye, valuable a material for building into the mar his possession the most undoubted testimoDaughter of nations! Thy sons are enslaved,
A tyrant infernal has bound them in chains ;
since we parted, the gradual manner in Oats, White Beans, and in fact, almost any ket at as low a rate as possible, and for that niais that it has more completely answered
Arise in thy might, let thy children be saved ;
which he had been led captive by intemper- article of contry produce. WOOD is also purpose to form an association with corporate j the purposes for which it is intended, than
Expel the dread foe from thy mountains and plains.
ance, and thev iron
it bad j' wanted.— H< .is, .determined
that all his —
ac- powers to construct a Railway or Turnpike! any other popular medicine.
in;ii grasp with
,UI which
"
............................. — ..............
Daughter of nations ! thy sons are enslaved ;
Awake, ere they sink where despair ever reigns.
held him. O ! added hr,
he, if you have a son j counts shall be paid, or settled by note, and from said Quarry to the river, a distance not
This remedy is perfectly easy in its ap.
exceeding two miles, for the more cheap and
let him beware of the first drop.
L..,! those who eglect so to do beyond the first expeditious method of transporting this ma plication, to all conditions, ages and sexes.
Daughter of nations ! Thy daughters are wailing,
Februaryiext,
must
not
complain
if
they
¡of
The ruin of husbands and sons they deplore ;
“ touch not, taste not, handle not,” be in
terial. They therefore pray that the Hon. Full directions, description of the complaint,
are called oiby an Attorney.
By grievous oppression their sad hearts are quailing,
scribed upon every thing that intoxicates ;
Legislature will grant them and their asso-1 &c. accompany each packet, which consists
In piteous accents thy help they implore.
JAMES K. REMICH.
and if a motive is ever wanting to enforce | KennebiiK, Dec. 5, 1835.
ciates an act of incorporation under the name j of two boxes, Ointment and Electuary._
Daughter of nations ! Thy daughters are wailing,
Awake to their rescue from Ruin’s deadly power. ■
of the “ Kennebunk-port Granite and Rail Price, $1 for the whole or 50 cents if but
his abstinence, remind him of your poor
ALMANACS' FOR 1836. Road Company,” with power to construct a one of the articles is wanted.
Daughter of nations Thy prisoners are groaning ;
friend Henry L--------- .
Rail Road or Turnpike from said Quarry to
With alcohol’s victims the dungeons are filled ;
It is unnecessary to add, that the night
HOMA? (Old) Farmers’ Almanac, calcu Kennebunk River, and to take and occupy
In chains hear the captive his wretchedness mourning,
A CERTAIN CURE FOR THE
was to me a sleepless one.
Before comTill all its complaints in death’s silence are stilled.
lated pnicularly for the State of Maine ; the land necessary for that purpose, paying
Daughter of nations ’. 1’hy prisoners are groaning,
ITCO,
mencing my journey in the morning, 1 visitPoor Rihard’s Almanac ;
the
owners
thereof
a
just
and
reasonable
com

Oh ! dry up the source whence their tears are distill
do.
Miniatue
ed his grave, and engaged my landlord to epensation therefor. And as in duty bound lOTOWEVER inveterate, in one hour’s
ed.
do.
Peter Rrley’s
rect an humble stone upon it, that his
il
application, and no danger from
will ever pray.
BENJ. F. MASON,
Daughter of nations ! The world is in mourning
do,
America Comic
JACOB MITCHELL,
friends in journeying that way might find
For hundreds of thousands by drunkenness slain ;
taking
cold,
by using
do,
Davy Lockett’s
JOSEPH NOBLE,
And millions of mortals to dust are returning,
where he was laid. I transmitted to his af
DUMFRIES
’ OINTMENT.
Comic
Token.
For Cholera follows in Alcohol’s train.
DANIEL W. LORD,
flicted mother, from the nearest town, the
This preparation, for pleasantness, safety,
Daughter of nations ! 1'he world is in mourning ;
For sale ly the hundred, dozen, or singly
CHARLES
A.
LORD,
Oh I let not the judgment of heaven be vain.
letter he had left for her, together with my by
expedition, ease and certainty, stands unri
D. REMICH.
ERASTUS HAYES.
own knowledge of his death, and the deep
Dec J, 1335.
Daughter of nations ! The morning hath gleamed,
valled for the cure of this troublesome com-’
Portland, Sept. 18, 1835.
tJl.
The day star of temperance ascendeth the skies ,
sympathy I felt in her affliction ; although
plaint. It is so rapid as well as certain in>
Awake to the light that from heaven hath beamed,
RAIL-ROAD FROM THE UNITED its operation, as to cure this disagreeable
at the moment I wrote, 1 felt how utterly
No more let the darkness o’ershadow thine eyes ;
STATES QUARRY TO KENNE
IL subscriber begs leave to inform the
Daughter of nations The morning hath gleamed,
vain and worthless was all human sympa
disorder most effectually, in one hour’s ap
BUNK-PORT.
inhabitants of Wells and its vicinity,
Now hail its bright rays with thy soul-cheering cries. thy in such agony as her’s must be : howTo
that h has taken the stand hitherto occupied the Senate and House of Representatives of plication only !
impotent the u’ords of comfort would fall on by M. John Wakefield, where he intends to the Slate of Maine, in Legislature assembled.
Daughter of nations ! Awake to thj’ glory.
It does not contain the least particle of
And let thy blest influence be felt the world o’er ;
fg'WE subscribers respectfully represent, that mercury, or other dangerous ingredient, and
a mother’s ear, mourning over an only son, carrion the
Awake, till intemperance he known but in story,
A they and others have associated togeth
who had fallen into a drunkard’s grave, and
BLACKSMITH’S BUSINESS,
Awake, till the foe shall oppress thee no more.
er for the purpose of constructing a rail-road may be applied with safety by pregnant fe
Daughter of nations ! Awake to thy glory ,
must merit the drunkard’s portion. O! is andhopes also that by his mechanical skill from the United States quarry, so called, on the males, or to children at the breast.
Awake, and the foe shall oppress thee no more.
there not some young man entering life andtrict attention to his business, to give sat- late Wormwood farm, in Kennebunk-port,
Price 37 1-2 cents a box, with ample di
with as fair prospects as his, who can take isfaion to any who may feel disposed to to their wharves and ware-houses at the vil rections.
lenihim
their
patronage.
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT
warning from his melancholy end, and be
lage, with a view chiefly to the transportation
GEORGE BEAN.
Oj^None are genuine unless signed on»
of quarried stone to a place of shipment.
kept in the straight and narrow path of
rells, November 12f 1835.
THE DRUNKARD’S END.
Wherefore they pray that an act of incorpo the outside printed wrapper by theso/e Pro
temperance
?
4 O view on its surface the ruins of genius,
timber lato for sale ration may be granted to them and their as prietor,T. Kidder, immediate successorThe wreck of the scholar, the Christian and
sociates for the purpose aforesaid, with suita to the late Dr. W. T. Conway. For sale,
[From Zion’s Advocate.]
friend,
ÆOUT40 acres of excellent TIMBER ble provisions to enable them to obtain the at his Counting Room, over No. 99, Court
The learning, the wit, the graces that charm’d us,>
PARSONSFIELD, NOV. 16, 1835.
.c. & WOOD LAND, situated in Lyman lands and privileges necessary, and empow
In the life-drowning bowl meet a permanent end.’
I rode last Saturday afternoon, to the ar formerly owned by John Low, Esq. de ering them to take a suitable toll and to use street, near Concert Hall, Boston, and also
by his special appointment, bv
During the cold winter of 1812, business,» lead mine, in Eaton, New Hampshire.
the road for all purposes of transportation.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
of an important nature, called me through This mine as you doubtless recollect, was cked, will be sold on good terms.
Signed,
Barnabas Palmer,
—also—
the northern section of Vermont. The way discovered about eight years since ; soon af Abut 7 acres of Intervale, lying on Mousam
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-portDaniel Winslow,
was long an d dreary, the road frequently ter several gentlemen formed themselves in rer in Kennebunk, belonging to the estate
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
William Cutter,
blocked with snow ; and towards the close to a company and commenced work on the othe late John Low, Esq. For particulars
Nathaniel Mitchell.
John Neal, and others.
of a tempestuous afternoon, I gladly found mine, which they continued for two or three aplication may be made to
Portland, Nov. 18, 1835.
HORACE PORTER.
myself approaching the humble inn of a years. The cause of the suspension of their
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
small village. Giving my horse to an at labors was not, I am informed, for want of Kennebunk, Dec. 5, 1835.
VEGETABLE MEDICINES,
tendant, I hastily entered the house, and so encouragement, but a difficulty about an as
REPARED by Dr. Elias Smith,
TAKE NOTICE.
AS constantly on hand an extensive as
much was I benumbed with cold, that I had sessment of money on the shares. It is
Boston. The following are among
HE
subscriber,
having
contracted
with
sortment of
been some moments before the fire, before I thought that they will commence anew be
I
the
many
preparations
kept
constantly
fur
the overseers of the poor of the town
noticed that an assemblage of people present fore many years, and carry their work far
j
sale
by
JOHN
LILLIE,
Druggist,
Kenne<’ Wells, to support all the paupers belongwere then preparing for a funeral. As the ther. At the commencement of their ope g to said town, for the term of one year from j bunk, viz :
clergyman addressed the throne of grace I rations, a house of one story was built, for, ite hereof, and having made provision for
VEGETABLE ELIXIR.
inferred, from his petition for absent rela the accommodation of the miners—the iat purpose, hereby forbids all persons harExcellent for pain in the stomach and
tives, that it was a stranger for whom they mine being 3-4 of a mile from the main oring or supporting any of said paupers on bowels, and Rheumatic complaints.
JAMES HOBBS.
were performing the last offices ; and with road, and at a considerable distance from is account.
AMERICAN HYGEIAN PILLS.
ly.
&lc. 8lc.
the earnestness with which he implored the any house—and subsequently, this not prov Wells, Dec. 16, 1834.
For the Head-Ache, pain in the Stomach
grace of God, to keepall present from the ing sufficiently large, a two story house was
Among
the
School
Books
are the follow
and Bowels, Costiveness, Slranguary and
votic
ing
vice of intemperance, I was led to think he put up, a barn and shop. These buildings,
BN1IE
subscriber having contracted with Piles.
Bigelow’s Plants of Boston and its vicinity ;
had fallen its victim. After he had closed, except the small house, are now deserted JL the town of Kennebunk, to support the
VEGETABLE POWDERS.
Conversations on Vegetable Physiology ;
the usual invitation was given for those and going to decay. A family lives in the »oor of said town for one year, hereby gives
Useful for cold and foul stomach, violent Grund’s Chemistry ; Comstock’s do. ;
present to look for the last time upon the small house, which makes it very conveni-lotice
!Ot*ce that he has made suitable provision colds, cough, sore throat, and to relieve from Blake’s Natural Philosophy ; Grund’s do. ;
face of the dead. With that instinctive cu ent for persons to visit the mine. It is on a ar tbem at the Alms-House, and hereby threatened fevers.
Blake’s Astronomy ; Grund’s do. ; Vose’s do.;
riosity so natural to us all, I too went for hill, from the top of which, there is » fine ”^><18
P^ons harboring or trusting any
Grammar of Elocution ;
VEGETABLE BITTERS.
/
-r
i
.
n
.
H
the
raupers
or
said
town
on
mv
account,
ward to gaze upon the sad relic of mortali
For Jaundice, Loss of appetite, sickness Geography ofthe Heavens, with a Map;
view of some of the most beautiful mils l3r on account of the town, as I shall pay no
ty. I beheld the countenance of a young
Flint’s Lectures upon Natural History, Geol
in the stomach, head-ache, &c.
have ever seen. My chief object in visitingbjj| for their support.
ogy, Chemistry, the application of Steam,
man, bloated and disfigured, and was turn the mine, was to obtain some specimensol
CATHOL1CON.
JAMES WARREN,
and interesting discoveries in the Arts—a
ing away, when an indistinct recollection of the ore, in which I succeeded. About twt Kennebunk,.May 1, 1835.
ly.
Excellent for consumptive complaints,
valuable work ;
having seen the face before, caused me to
miles to the N. E. of this mine, some leat
coughs, indigestion, costiveness, sinking and Watts on the Improvement of the Mind ;
look again. I could not mistake. Though ore lias been discovered, and three or fou
ivu,
aim unrr ui luu
pain in the stomach and bowels, and pul Newman’s Rhetorick ; Blair’s do. ;
NOTICE.
sadly marred, it was indeed my earliest and men have been emjployed during the pas HRHIS day/ were impounded in the town
Whelpiey’s Compend of History, with ques
monary complaints generally.
best friend that lay before me. So long summer blowing. They hitva
tions ;
have onnu
gone dowi — pound in York, by Samuel Junkins of
PEACH CORDIAL.
and earnest was my gaze ; so completely for
do.
do. with
do.;
about 30 or 40 feet, but have not fount said York, two oxen ; one of them brindled
Useful to increase and regulate the appe Tytler’s
and the other red with a star in the face.—
gotten was every thing but him, that the
lead in any quantity. No buildings are Said oxen were taken up in the enclosure of tite, help the digestion, remove pain in the English Teacher ; Mind and Matter ;
Alger’s Murray’s Exercises ; Murray’s Key ;
undertaker was obliged to remind me that
erected at this place except a black-smith’s Slid Samuel Junkins, and are committed as stomach or bowels.
Grund’s Solid Geometry ; do. Plane do. ;
it was time for him to proceed in his duties.
shop to supply them with tools. They do eitrays. The owner is requested to pay what
BOTANIC OINTMENT.
Holbrook’s first Lessons in Geometry ;
He had nearly closed the coffin, when I in not work on it now.
is justly demahdable and take them away.
A certain cure for humors, corns, stiff Colburn’s Algebra ; Bailey’s do ;
terrupted him, hardly conscious of what 1
You have probably received an account
CALEB EASTMAN, Pound keeper.
joints, shrunk cords, stiffness in the neck, Flint’s Surveying ; Hale’s do.;
said, “ O, let me look once more upon the
of the sudden death which took place in York, Nov. 20,1835.
rheumatic complaints, swelling in the throat, Parley’s first book of History ; do. second do.;
face of my friend.” He again made way
Porter, Oxford Co., a week ago last Satur
chilblains,
chapped hands, weakness and Parley’s third book of History ;
for me, and after satisfying myself that it was
Goodrich’s U. S. History, with Emerson’s
day evening.
The circumstances were Writing & Letter Paper.
pain in the back, sores, ringworms, cuts and
indeed Henry L-------- I withdrew from
questions ;
CASE Fine and Superfine Leiter Paper.
briefly these:
burns.
Webster’s U. S. History ;
1 do. Writing Paper—No. 1 Foolscap,
the gaze of all, and gave vent to my feelings
Mr. John Carter and his wife, both in ola superior quality. Just received and for
OLIVE OINTMENT.
Walch’s Book Keeping ;
in the bitterest flood of tears I had shed
temperate, went from home in the evening, sae low, by the ream or smaller quantity,
Very useful for salt rheum, as many can Parker’s Exercises in Composition.
since my childhood. My kind host soon
leaving their two sons, Gardiner and Solo by
testify.
D. REMICH.
Hall’s Lectures ; do. do. to Female Teachers;
interrupted me by asking, if I would not
mon, in the house with a jug of rum.
*Jov. 28.
HEALTH RESTORATIVE.
Infant School Manual ; Infant School Cards;
follow as a mourner in the procession.
When the father returned he found the
For obstructions in the Liver and Kid Juvenile Lyre, for Primary Schools ;
I answered him,(< Most certainly ; my early
younger, Solomon, in bed, and his brother '1RI-WEEKLY JOURNAL. neys, Dyspepsia, Stranguary, and Female Donnegan’s Greek & English Lexicon ;
friend shall not go unattended to his grave.”
Greek Testament ; Greek Reader;
a corpse on the floor—his skull fractured,
uther severance win publish a complaints in general.
The simple preparations were soon made ;
Greek Lessons ;
and his neck broken. The body was bu
paper three times a week at Augusta,
COUGH
POWDERS.
and as the hearse moved slowly on, my
Gould’s Virgil ; Latin Reader ;
ried the following Monday. Reports and dtring the session of the Legislature, on Tues
Good
for
hooping
cough,
and
ulcers
in
mind reverted to the time when I had known
Latin Tutor ; Latin Lessons ;
surmises as to the cause of his death were day, Thursday, and Saturday mornings, at the throat.
Ciceronis Orationes ; Anthon’s Sallust ;
its occupant, full of life and happiness. O,
on
dollar
for
the
session.
The
Journal
will
then circulated in the neighborhood. Some,
CATHARTIC DROPS.
Caesar’s Commentaries;
what an age of sin and suffering he must
cintain reports of the proceedings in both
and in fact nearly all, who heard the circum houses of the Legislature as usual, asketch of
Excellent for indigestion, liver complaints, Greek, Latin & French Grammars ;
have endured to cause so great a change.
stances, believed he must have received two Congressional proceedings, and the earliest stranguary, obstructions in the kidneys, and Recueil Choisi.
I knew him the darling u son of his mother,
Charles XII (French);
heavy blows, while some thought or pre htelligence of passing events of every de a certain cure for costiveness.
and she a widow,” enjoying all the comforts
French Testament ;
tended to think, that the rum was the more scription.
Orders
fur
any
of
the
above
Medi

of life, in a pleasant New England village,
Nugent’s French Dictionary.
Augusta, Nov. 11,1835.
immediate cause of his death. The man
cines
will
be
attended
to
faithfully.
where we were both at school. Together
American first class book ; National Reader ;
who sold him the rum, not wishing to have
Kennebunk, August 11, 1835.
we had studied ; together had rambled the
Introduction to N. Reader ; Young Reader
PAY OR SETTLE.
the latter report go into circulation, interest
fields in search of plants and minerals ; had
Analytical Reader ; Introduction to do. ;
LL persons indebted to the subscriber ei
TOUT
’
S
ed himself to have the body taken up, and
Sequel to Analytical Reader ;
entered neighboring counting-houses in the
ther
by
note
or
account
are
requested
on examination of the injuries, made by Dr.
Scientific Class* Book ; Leavitt’s Easy Les
same city, and when I left it for commercial
to
make
payment
without
further
notice.
—
Swett, the result was, that either of the
[Price reduced to 25 cents.\
sons ; Sequel to do. ;
Those who cannot pay can settle their ac
speculations in a distant country, our cor
wounds was sufficient to have caused his counts by note. None are so poor as to be Which cures in less than one hour’s applica Moral Class Book ; Classical Reader ;
respondence had for a time been frequent.
tion. See directions.
death. The account Solomon gives of it, unable to do this—and a neglect to do it is
Political Class Book ; English Reader ;
But since my return to my native land, al- ;
HE character of this celebrated Oint Academical Speaker ; American Reader ;
is that his brother drank very freely of the evidence of indifference about paying at all,
though I had repeatedly written, I had ,
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe, Biblical Reader ; Pronouncing Testament ;
rum he had brought home that evening, that consequently will be called upon in a differ
heard not a word from him. Yet rumor j
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
he got up, reeled, and fell, striking his head ent way. Corn, Butter, Pork, Cheese, Wood, disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of Paley’s Natural.Theology, with Paxton’s Il
had told me that his habits were unsettled if .
lustrations ;
against the top of a turning lathe and then Lumber, &c. are seldom refused by him in pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar
not dissipated.
'
Nichols’ Natural Theology ;
on a block under the lathe, and thus he ac payment of debts. Money is always prefer ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
Smellie’s Philosophy of Natural History, (im
As we deposited him in his lonely bed, (
red. Every man should calculate to pay up
counts for the wounds on the head and neck. before the end of the year. This notice it
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
proved by Ware ;)
I felt that I was again and forever separated
From the situation of the injuries and some is hoped will be deemed sufficient.
which are so eminently useful for removing Abercrombie’s Philosophy ;
from him—and when we turned from the (
all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
Upham’s Mental Philosophy ;
other circumstances, his story appears to
BARNABAS PALMER.
grave yard, I know not that I should have i
Afresh supply is just received, and forsaleby Nuttall’s Botany ; Lincoln’s do.
be altogether improbable, and almost in
Kennebunk,
Nov.
7,
1835.
tJl.
felt more desolate, had I been the only cre
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
credible. He was taken last Saturday,
Spelling
Webster’s New, Worces
ated being in the universe. Night was fast
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
ter’s Primary, Emerson’s National, Introduc
had an examination before a Magistrate, and ten dollars reward
Wholesale by
W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
closing in upon us ; the wintry wind sighed
was ordered to jail. Little doubt seems to
and/Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings, tion to National, Kelley’s & Marshall’s.
heavily around, and to my saddened heart (
Dictionaries—Webster’s Octavo & School;
Marsh
&
Co.
W.
C.
Stimpson, Low and Reed, J. P.
exist that he is guilty of murder. It ap
AN AWAY from the sub Hall and others, Druggists
the solitary room and cheerful fire of our
in Boston, and all orders to
scriber on the night of be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass. Walker’s, Worcester’s ¿¿Johnson’s.
pears that Gardiner had returned after an
Grammars—Putnam’s Murray, (abridg
inn were most welcome.
the 26th inst. an indented ap
absence of some months from home, afid
ment,) Murray’s large, Ingersoll’s, Smith’s
In the course of the evening I obtained ,
prentice by the name of John
supplanted Solomon in the affections of a
Productive, Greenleaf’s & Greene’s.
from my landlord all the information in his
P. Wise. It is presumed he
young woman—although he has a wife
HE subscribers, having contracted with
Arithmeticks—Colburn’s first Lessons; Se
possession relating to my friend. It seemed j
wore away a short jacket of a
the town of Kennebunk-port, to sup quel to do., Smith’s, Welch’s (improved,) Em
living.—1 his rivalry and a quarrel about
that he had been wandering about in the ,
dark
color,
dark
pantaloons
and
port the Poor of said town the present year,
erson’s first part, do.second do., do. third do.;
some rum, are supposed to have brought on
cloth cap, and carried with him dark colored
vicinity for several days ; that he would ,
the quarrel, which terminated in the death frock coat, about same color of the jacket, hereby give notice that they have made the Walch’s, Adams’ & Scholar’s.
sometimes ask the privilege of a seat by the (
Keys to Colburn’s Sequel ; Emerson’s sec
of Gardiner. The details ofthe future trial, drab pantaloons, fur hat, &c. He is about necessary provisions for their support. They
therefore forbid all persons harboring or trust ond and third part, and Bailey’s Algebra.
fire and a piece of bread to eat ; that he
while they will be disgusting to every tem 18 years old, dark eyes, light hair and light ing any of the paupers of said town, as they
Geographies
Atlases—Goodrich’s Malte
was haggard and dejected in the extreme ;
perate man, will furnish something of in complexion. All persons are forbid harbor are determined to pay no bill for their sup Brun, Olney’s, Woodbridge’s, Goodrich’s,
and on the last day he was seen among them, ,
ing, trusting or employing said runaway, as port.
terest to Temperance Societies.
JOHN HUTCHINS, 3d.,
Cummings’ and Blake’s Universal.—Parley’s,
as he was receiving a morsel from the hand
they would avoid the penalty of the "law.
FRANCIS BOSTON.
Yours truly,
B.
Blake’s & Brinsmade’s first lessons in Geog
of an old lady, he said to her, “ You remind
The above reward will be paid to any person
Kennebunk-port, April 21, 1835.
ly.
raphy.
me of my mother.” “ Your mother,” said
who will return said boy to the subscriber at
Miscellaneous—Child’s Own book of Am
CASE SUPERIOR SLATES—assort Kennebunk ; or whoever will give any infor
the old woman : “ O how she must suffer 1
BOX RAISINS.
erican Geography; Young Astronomer; Ma
ed sizes—hardwood frames.
mation of him, so that he may be brought to
for you.” This struck a thrilling cord in 1
FUST received and for sale, fresh Box Rai- yor’s Botany ; Parley’s Arithmetic ; Child’s
This day received and for salejby
justice, will confer a favor on the community.
' sins of a, superior quality.
his soul. He rushed from the house todo. by Fowle ; Blake’s conversations on com
D. REMICH.
LEVI P. HILLARD.
WM. LORD.
mon things ; Polite Learning, &c. &c.
wards a small pond around which he was
Dec. 3.
Kennebunk, Sept. 29, 1835.
Kennebunk, Nov. 13,1835.
Kennebunk, Dec. 14, 1835.
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